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Spurred by economic reforms, China is undergoing profound changes in 
spite of continued political control. Chinese journalists are among the most 
active social agents, both for ideological propagation and for reform advocacy 
and information transmission. However, the contradiction between 
economic liberalization and political repression presents both an encouraging 
and discouraging picture for journalistic professionalization in China. 
This study examines the seven dimensions of professionalism among 
Chinese journalists. They turn out to be: media's advocacy function, ethics 
in reporting practices, professional rewards，media for government, criteria 
for newsvalue judgment, newsvalue elements, and interest-oriented practices 
outside newsroom. Chinese journalists fall in four groups according to their 
distinct orientations on each dimension. We name the groups as: 
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China has been in the midst of a significant social change. The central 
component of that change is to establish what the Communist Party authority 
claims "the socialist market economy" and the changes unfolds under the 
strict Party control. This mode of change has introduced many tensions into 
the society. At no place are such tensions more acutely felt than in the news 
media. As the political liberalization has obviously fallen behind the 
progress of developing a market economy during the reforms (Cheng, 1993), 
journalism in China seems to be sandwiched between these two contradicting 
forces. In this process, newly emerged journalistic practices based on the 
market economy have been weakening, circumventing, and eroding the 
hegemony of the commandist system associated with the communist ideology 
(Pan, 1996). 
Media in today's China is akin to a caged bird - it is allowed to fly freely 
inside the political cage. This is the paradox against which the recent 
changes in China's media have been taking place. While the media in 
China benefits from the new economic openness, it suffers from political 
suppression. This paradox also raises concerns over journalist 
professionalization in China. While economic liberalization may whet the 
appetite of Chinese journalists for more professional development, political 
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repression functions as an impetus over such efforts or directs the change 
efforts toward a unique direction. Unless the media in China is able to 
function without government control and interference, media professionalism 
can hardly be guaranteed. Against this backdrop of changes and paradox, 
we have all the reasons to ask: What is the journalist professionalism like in 
today's China? How might journalists' professional orientations be related to 
journalists' individual characteristics and the macro level changes? To 
answer these questions, we should first trace back to the traditional Party 
journalism in China. 
The traditional Party journalism 
For years, in China's "Party journalism", the Chinese Communist Party 
(the CCP) holds a monopoly on state power and defines the official ideology， 
namely, the ideas and convictions that support the existence of the system. 
China's press was operating in the Authoritarian-Soviet-Theory-based press 
system (McQuail. 1994). It combined the characteristics of the Authoritarian 
and Soviet press systems, emphasizing the subordination of the press to the 
control of the Party-State. In this sphere of "ideological control", the CCP's 
Central Propaganda Ministry commands the propaganda departments of the 
CCP's local branches. The Party control of the press was total and complete, 
including appointing key personnel, deciding major topics for news coverage, 
censoring journalists' work, subsidizing the media, training journalists as 
Party propagandists, and all media's reprinting or broadcasting the editorials 
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and other important materials printed in People's Daily (Pan, 1996). 
In this framework of "Party journalism", media must receive permission 
from the leadership before divulging information. Put directly, journalists 
must pay obedience to the CCP. They must define their interests and 
perform their work according to the requirements of those in power. 
"Journalism's primary role was to serve as an official mouthpiece, adhering 
unquestioningly to the Party line" (Polumbaum, 1994，pp. 117). Guided by 
the "Party line", the journalists tend to impose views on audience which are 
consistent with Party policies. As the loyal servants of the CCP and the 
government, journalists are required to act primarily as publicists for public 
officials and promoters of official policy, and only secondarily and 
intermittently as voices of the public. 
Chinese media has been the mouthpiece of the CCP for a long history. 
During the civil war between the Nationalist Party and the CCP after the 
Japanese surrender in the late 1940s，the CCP took over most media from the 
Nationalist Party in the liberated cities, transforming them into the mouthpiece 
of people's journalism under the leadership of the CCP. Journalists in the 
media were from either the PLA (the People's Liberation Army) or from the 
media of the Nationalist Party who had received brainwashing education by 
the CCP. Most journalists did not receive any systematic journalistic training 
at ail and the key media role was to encourage the PLA soldiers and people to 
defend the country under the leadership of the CCP. All the information the 
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media sent out was about military news, the CCP,s policies and government 
orders. The only news source at that time was Xinhua News agency. 
During the period from the foundation of People's Republic of China in 1949 
to the eve of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, Chinese media were solely the 
propaganda tools for class struggle. The media focused on one-way 
communication, imposing Party policies to the masses. Journalists wrote 
formulaic news report. Those who preferred creativity, novelty, and diversity 
in news reporting would be criticized severely for seeking distances from the 
Party. During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). the media control 
reached an unprecedented level; anyone who dared to express ideas even 
minimally different from Mao Zedong's was condemned as a "class enemy". 
The media became an instrument of a Party dictatorship to rule the masses. 
Journalistic research and education came to a stop so as to give way to class 
struggle. Any news could be manipulated to meet the requirement of politics 
and news reports were characterized as being "false, exaggerated, empty (Ja, 
Da, Kongy. In the process of reorganizing the media, many experienced 
journalists were sent to rural places to receive "thought re-education" while 
those less experienced journalists stayed in the important posts. 
In sum, Chinese journalists had no professional status for a long history 
(before late 1970s) in three ways. First, due to historical reasons, they did 
not gain any systematic or strict professional training before taking journalism 
career. They were more propagandists than journalists, as they simply 
acted as "copy machine" of official policies and government documents, 
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which required little professional background of the practitioners. Second, 
to meet the propaganda requirement of the CCP and the government, the 
"journalists" were sometimes forced to lie, especially during the Cultural 
Revolution. The news were based on political standards rather than truth. 
Newsvalue, the core conception in journalism had lost its fundamental root 
during that particular historical period. Finally, the "journalists" relied too 
much on Xinhua News Agency, the only news source at that time, for most 
information, as a result news reports were inevitably stereotyped in style and 
lacked diversity in content. Fairness of news reports was not guaranteed as 
all news reports must be consistent with the CCP voices. 
The Journalism reforms 
Yet, Chinese journalists were not always in the nonprofessional status. 
The principles of objective reporting was introdued from the West. Early in 
this century, Chinese students studying abroad came into contact with 
Western news media and treatises on Western journalism. Upon returning 
home, these students introduced the methods of running Western-style 
newspapers to China. In the early 1940s, some of the CCP leaders in 
charge of propaganda work had studied Western journalism and acutely 
knew that news should provide facts, although this philosophy was prevailed 
over by the basic news policies that all editorials and news articles must 
faithfully follow the Party's line. Journalists' uneasiness with the hegemonic 
ideology of the Party press sometimes erupts publicly as both professional 
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soul searching and complaints of official constraints on the press. The 
period of 1956-1957 saw the first concerted eruption of such uneasiness. 
Editors called for greater editorial autonomy from Party dictation, and 
reporters wanted to undertake investigative projects in taboo areas. They 
called for newspapers to devote more attention to readers, interests and 
needs (Polumbaum, 1990). In 1956, Liu Shaoqi's talks with the staff of the 
New China News Service (Xinhua) staff, at which he promoted journalistic 
truthfulness, completeness, objectivity, and fairness, were particularly 
influential. Liu's talks helped open up certain taboo areas in journalism 
scholarship. The second half of 1956 and the first half of 1957 saw an 
outpouring of discussion about the news media's social functions, the 
media-audience relationship, and evaluations of Western journalism studies 
and the party-press tradition. The principle of objective reporting earned a 
certain amount of respect. In October 1976 the Cultural Revolution finally 
came to an end. The CCP began to advocate seeking truth from facts and 
tried to restore ideological credibility，thus initiating a new period of reforms 
aimed at eliminating "false, exaggerated, and empty (Ja, Da, Kong)" reporting. 
The emphasis on newspapers as a tool of class struggle was reduced, while 
the importance of objective reporting gained recognition. Press reforms 
between 1979 and 1989’ initiallyfocusing on technical or operational matters 
such as writing style, layout, accuracy and broadening of coverage, gradually 
evolved into serious discussions and debates on lessening ofthe Party's rigid 
control of the press, the right of people to be informed and to voice their views, 
supervision by public opinion through mass media, press legislation, and 
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freedom of the press C^u. 1994). The "journalism reforms” was a catch-all 
phrase encompassing everything from technical improvements in writing and 
editing to proposals for the structural overhaul of press organization and 
ownership (Polumbaum, 1990). Reformists, argued that news should 
provide facts and the media should exist as primarily an information conduit. 
The media in China underwent notable changes between 1985 and 1988 and 
saw the rise of more objective reporting, indicating that journalists strongly 
desired to tell their readers the true conditions of events, putting aside their 
own opinions. This desire for autonomous work condition and objective 
reporting was forcefully expressed in a slogan that journalists used in the 
1989 pro-democracy movement. It cries: "Don't force us to lie!" 
Nevertheless, objective reporting once again came under harsh criticism after 
the Tiananmen incident in 1989 as a manifestation of "bourgeois 
liberalization." However, the return of the tightened control of the media did 
not last very long. With the political relaxation in China over the early 1990s， 
fresh calls for political and press reforms had resurfaced. With unprecedent 
scope, Chinese media plunged into the emerging market economy and 
changed in the market condition both in structure and reporting processes 
(Chen&Huang，1996). 
Yu (1993), a leading Chinese public opinion researcher, claimed that 
journalism reforms started in the late 1980s in China was inevitable, pushed 
by five real world motivating forces: the dramatic social change; the poor 
propaganda effect of the Party press; the conflicts between the changed 
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macro environment of media operations and the old-fashioned one-sided 
communication model; the unnecessary dependence of the media to other 
organizations; the common dissatisfaction toward the current journalism 
institution among journalists. Of all the five forces, the dramatic social 
change is undoubtedly the most essential one. The Third Plenum of the 
11th Central Committee's in December 1978 advocated "to shift away from 
class struggle to socialist modernizing construction". The concept of 
“socialist market economy" undertook a turbulent development process over 
more than a decade, until it was secured and affirmed official recognition by 
Deng Xiaoping's southern tour and the 14th Party Congress in the 1990s. 
The political connotation of the concept of a "socialist market economy-
suggests a "market-type" economy under the continuing rule of the CCP. 
Caught between a rapid economic growth and Party's political disciplines，the 
media in China seems to be undergoing a quiet quasi-revolution. Fresh 
changes are ushering in a new era for Chinese journalism. With the 
introduction of market economy, the Chinese authority recognized the 
"commodity nature" of the press and adopted the policies to promote the 
transformation. This change started with the experiment of managing media 
organizations as enterprises. From 1987，the state began to reduce 
subsidies to almost all media organizations except very few Party organs, 
which left a heavy financial burden to news organizations (Chan, 1993). The 
media units had to finance themselves in order to maintain the normal 
operations. Now profit-making is an essential objective for the nominally 
non-commercial media. Newspapers are authorized to engage in other 
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non-publication businesses. And they are allowed to use part of their own 
profits to upgrade their own facilities and equipment as well as to raise 
employees' salaries and benefits (Chen & Huang, 1996). These measures 
prompted a wave of changes that have been characterized as media 
commercialization (Chan, 1993). 
Consistent with the termination of state subsidies was the loosening of 
control over the non-ideological and non-political content. Some 
newspapers enjoyed a high degree of editorial independence, including 
afternoon and evening publications, news digests，papers specializing in 
culture and lifestyle, and trade journals. These newspapers were not 
required to carry official stories. In fact, many afternoon and evening 
newspapers appeared only after the beginning of media commercialization to 
win over more audiences in the media market. The content of afternoon and 
evening publications consisted of an increased volume of information on 
people's livelihood such as housing, inflation rate, societal news, crime 
stories, weather report, entertainment information, and so on. More and 
more advertisers were attracted by these papers and the media organizations 
got more advertising revenue from them. 
The year of 1992 saw the visible wave of media commercialization and 
marketization (Chan, 1993; Chen & Huang’ 1996). It was marked by the 
dramatic development in the advertising industry. Total advertising revenue 
in 1992 in China was reported to have exceeded RMB 5,000 million’ an 
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increase of about 43% from 1991. In 1993，the annual advertising revenue 
nearly doubled that of 1992. One study on press management reveals that 
advertising has accounted for 65-75 percent of the total press profits in China 
(Tu, 1992). Two reasons stand out for the unprecedented growth of 
advertising in the Chinese media. One involves the growing decline or loss 
of government subsidies for the media. The other one is more political than 
economic: the Party and the government's approval of the development of 
media advertisements to accommodate the so-called "socialist market 
economy.” In a country like China, where the ruling Party has the final say 
on almost everything and where anything can be interpreted in political terms, 
this switch to a green light is of crucial importance (Yu, 1994). 
Today's journalism in China: Towards professionalization? 
Economic freedom and political suppression characterize the hybrid 
system in today's China . In some respects, China is more capitalistic than 
many full-fledged capitalist societies. In other respects, China's deep-
rooted authoritarian tradition has been further strengthened by the Party's 
tight political control, thus bringing to the inherent paradox between political 
control and economic liberalism (Lee, 1994). The media in today's China is, 
in many alarming ways, not what it was for many years of the Communist rule. 
But it would be a mistake to equate all the changes with progress toward 
journalistic professionalization. While some changes may help enhance 
media professionalism, others might be detrimental. It should be noted that 
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the driving force behind the press changes is economic liberalization rather 
than political and professional freedom. Some development of journalistic 
professionalism can be observed and understood in this macro context. 
First，the press changes in China are redefining the media roles. Pure 
and blatant political propaganda, which used to dominate the press 
landscape in China, has been greatly curtailed. The role of the market 
mechanism and financial management in the newspaper business is 
increasingly recognized and emphasized. Media organizations are asked to 
be financially self-sufficient, to win over readers and audiences with things 
they like to read and watch. In the perception of the role of the Chinese 
media，many Chinese journalists have shifted from a one-dimensional view of 
the press as the Party's mouthpiece to a multi-dimensional view, the roles of 
which ought to cover providing information and entertainment. 
Second, the market-orientation is beginning to reshape the structure of 
the Chinese press. Except for the major mouthpieces of the Party 
represented by the Xinhua News Agency and the People's Daily, more and 
more Chinese newspapers are now operating very much like any other 
businesses which have to attend to such market mechanisms as supply, 
demand and profits. With much less funding from the state or none at all, 
they have to be financially responsible for their own losses and gains. 
Third，the media changes are bringing in a more pluralistic and 
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diversified information environment in which readers' interest and needs are 
playing an increasingly important role. Many Chinese journalists have come 
to a fresh realization that it is the audience that is the media's pivotal 
constituency and that determines the destiny of the media. They have 
begun to take a reader-driven approach that places more focus on readers' 
needs and interests rather than sheer propaganda. As a result, the 
message environment in China is also changing with the gradual loss of the 
almighty power of the Party organ papers in commanding people's ideology 
and beliefs. 
It might be tempting to conclude that the growth of the market economy 
and the decentralization of political power will help to speed up the 
development of a freer press in China. However, it would be a gross 
simplification to conclude so without any further analysis of the multi-faceted 
changes. Of the great changes, the discouraging side in terms ofjournalistic 
professionalism need to be singled out for discussion. 
First, by no means do the recent press changes close the curtain on the 
orthodox theory of the Chinese Party press. Although China is liberalizing 
economically, greater political and press freedom is still far from being a 
reachable goal in the near future. Second, neither should the recent 
changes in China's media be interpreted as a replacement of partisan 
journalism by journalistic professionalism. Admittedly, newspapers in 
today's China are, in comparison with the past, more like foreign newspapers 
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in terms of informational output, entertainment and writing. But the important 
changes are more economic than professional. The major thrust of the 
changes in the Chinese press have stemmed from economic liberalization 
rather than professional freedom and responsibility. 
Second, as the whole of Chinese society is contemplating material well-
being, it is hardly surprising that paid news, advertisements in the form of 
news stories, and enterprise-sponsored columns and pages have become 
rampant in Chinese press. It is obvious that all this is detrimental to the 
professionalization of journalism in China. The rapidly growing market 
economy has bred political apathy among some Chinese journalists. Beijing 
citizens portrays Chinese journalists in the following sarcastic expressions: 
“The first-rate reporters are actively engaged in stock investment; the 
second-rate ones are busy selling advertisements; the third-rate ones 
moonlight for other publications; and the fourth-rate reporters have to keep 
working for their own publications" (Wu. 1995). To further play to the market, 
many newspapers, especially those along China's coastal areas, have set up 
businesses which range from printing and advertising to business 
consultancy and real estate. Also, to win over more readers, many 
newspapers expanded pages under the auspices of increasing information 
volume and expanding the range of coverage. But not all the expanded 
newspapers meet readers' expectations - some readers even compare the 
expansion to a bottle of milk doubled in size by adding water and criticize the 
paper for carrying too much advertising for more profits. Many readers as 
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well as journalists argue that too much advertising in the expansion of the 
newspapers may lead to sacrificing more insightful coverage of serious 
issues; rather, more emphasis is placed on social news, entertainment, 
matters of people's daily life and human-interested stories. Here lies the 
irony of commercialization: on the one hand, commercialization may lead to a 
freer press in China; on the other, if commercialization goes too far, the press, 
in its effort to gain circulation and thus boost advertising revenues, may 
sacrifice coverage of serious news by exposing readers to an overdose of soft, 
entertainment-oriented and sensational materials. 
The changes in behavior among Chinese journalists have caused major 
concerns among many, not only those in the political authority but also those 
in the journalist education and research. Chief among the concerns is 
whether Chinese journalists are losing their professional ethical integrity. 
The Party, the government, and the All China Journalist Association have 
launched several campaigns aimed to crack down the practices of the so 
called “paid journalism." But these campaigns seem to have a rather limited 
impact. 
Situated in this background, the practices of Chinese journalists raise a 
theoretically and practically significant issue. That is，to what extent are 
Chinese journalists professionals, as professionals come to be defined in the 
sociological and mass communication literature based primarily on the 
evidence from the Western nations? This question may involve too much 
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value judgment on the part of the questioner. To shed some light on this 
issue, as an empirical researcher, I ask the following three questions. First, 
what is the basic structure ofthe professionalism among Chinese journalists? 
Second, are there any variations among the Chinese journalists on the 
professionalism dimensions? Third, what factors can predict these 
variations? 
The questions asked here are obviously important. First, theoretically, 
understanding the sociological basis of professions and the operations of 
professionalization have been an important research area because the 
issues are related to occupational structure, and hence, social organization. 
This is also an important area to link social structure, power relationships, 
ideology, and individual practices. More specifically, studying journalistic 
professionalism is an importantwayto understand the sociological process of 
news production and to uncover the way in which news representation are 
related to the occupational structure of journalism and the relationship 
between the prevailing ideology, political control, and autonomy of Chinese 
journalists in media organizations. The study on Chinese journalists should 
provide us some empirical ground to (1) examine the limitations of the 
Western literature on professions and (2) theorize professionalization in a 
rapid social change in a communist society. Second, practically, research of 
this kind ought to provide us a sense where China's journalism reforms are 
moving and what policy and professional remedies might be taken tofacilitate 
the development of the journalist profession in China. Such development is 
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essential for establishing a media system that is based on the idea of 
objective and factual reporting, service to public interests，and free flow of 
information, all of which have been argued essential for the operation of a 
fully developed market economy (Kelley, etal., 1990). 
The history of Chinese Party press, its change and the theoretical 
arguments behind the Party press system form the background of this study. 
This study is based on an analysis of the data from a major nationwide survey 
of a sample of Chinese journalists. Although several journalist surveys had 
been conducted before this (Yu, 1993; Zhu, et al” 1997), this is the first one 
designed specifically to examine journalists' professionalism, with a 
questionnaire designed to be directly comparable to the similar journalist 
surveys in the Western nations (e.g., Weaver & Wilhoit，1986; 1996). The 
areas that the survey covers include journalists，demographic background, 
training，professional practices, perceptions of media roles, ethical standards, 
work conditions，and so on. The sampling method wiii be discussed in detail 
later. 
In this study, I will first provide a sociological portrait of Chinese 
journalists. Then I will examine the dimensions of professionalism among 
Chinese journalists. Throughout the analysis,丨 will interpret the results in 
comparisons with those from the American journalist surveys. The 
remaining chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 will discuss the 
central concepts of profession and professionalism. These concepts will 
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guide the data analysis. In Chapter 3’ I will discuss the methodological 
procedures. Chapter 4 will present the results. Chapter 5 will conclude on 
the characteristics of Chinese journalists on professional dimensions. Some 
implications of my findings will be discussed in relations to the theoretical 





Before we can get on to address the dimensions of professionalism 
among Chinese journalists, we need to ask some conceptual and 
foundational questions. The following part focuses on the concept of 
profession and what it might mean for an occupation to be more or less 
professionalized. The very concept of "profession" will eventually lead us to 
examine whether journalism is a profession and to what extent, it is 
professionalized. 
What is a profession? 
The concept of profession is a slippery one that is not entirely fixed in the 
conceptual geography. Michael Bayles (1988), Everett Hughes (1988)，and 
Bernard Barber (1988) suggest that we understand professions as 
occupations which have certain shared characteristics, and that whether an 
occupation is more or less professionalized depends on how thoroughly it 
manifests these characteristics. Three necessary features have been 
singled out by Bayles to characterize a profession. First, a rather extensive 
training is required to practice a profession. Many, if not most, professionals 
have advanced academic degrees. Usually a process of certification or 
licensing exists although licensing is not sufficient for an occupation to 
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become a profession. However, Bayles (1988) points out that still many 
professionals need not be officially licensed such as college teachers, 
accountants, and journalists. Another feature common to professions is an 
organization representing the members. All major professions have 
organizations that claim to represent them. These professional 
organizations generally differfrom trade unions, which are almost exclusively 
devoted to members' economic interests. Professional organizations 
representing all or substantial segments of an occupational group organize 
and secure the authority to act on behalf of that occupational group. 
Typically, that authority is a result of successful efforts by the occupational 
group's representative organizations to establish control over the 
occupation's base of knowledge and techniques (Beam. 1990). A third 
common feature of professions is the job autonomy of their members in their 
work. How far such autonomy would extend is an open question. No 
matter how much the autonomy is，an element of autonomy remains since 
professionals are expected to exercise a considerable degree of discretionary 
judgment within the work context. 
Close to Bayles, point regarding the power perspective of the concept of 
professions is Huges, observation that genuine professionalism often 
involves a sense of having a “calling” or vocation and being part of a 
community. “A profession delivers esoteric services - advice or action or 
both - to individuals, organizations or government ； to whole classes or 
groups of people or to the public at large”（Huge, 1988). Also, the true 
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professional, according to Huges. is never hired. He is retained, engaged, 
consulted, etc., by someone who has need of his services. 
Barber (1988) claims that professionalism is only a matte of degree. He 
sees there is no difference between professional and other kinds of 
occupational behavior, but only relative differences with respect to certain 
attributes common to all occupational behavior. According to him, 
professional behavior may be defined in terms of four essential attributes: a 
high degree of generalized and systematic knowledge; primary orientation to 
the community interest rather than to individual self-interest; a high degree of 
self-control of behavior through codes of ethics internalized in the process of 
work socialization and through voluntary associations organized and 
operated by the work specialists themselves; and a system of rewards 
(monetary and honorary) that is primarily a set of symbols of work 
achievement. 
Judging on the basis of the characteristics like those discussed by 
Bayles, Hughes, and Barber, Merrill (1988) holds that journalism is not, and 
ought not to be, a profession, although it has some of a profession's 
characteristics. There is no direct relationship between the journalist and 
his client. There is, in journalism, no minimum entrance requirement; 
anybody can be a journalist who can get himself hired - experience or no 
experience, degree or no degree. One can function as a journalist with no 
formal journalistic training at all. No journalist is expected or required to 
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abide by any professional ethos or Code of Ethics. No journalist is licensed, 
thereby giving the "profession" some kind of control over him. There are no 
professional standards commonly agreed upon, and followed, by journalists. 
Journalists do not share in common a "high degree of generalized and 
systematic knowledge." Journalists do not claim for themselves the 
exclusive right to practice the arts (all borrowed from other discipline) of their 
trade. And finally, journalists in many countries do not comprise a 
homogeneous community. 
Compared with the traditional professions, journalism lacks some 
important ingredients of a true profession. However, it seems unconvincing 
to judge whether journalism is a profession by examining how well it meets 
the professional standards only from the perspective of occupational 
structure since the nature of journalism differs much from that of traditional 
professions，such as law and medicine. Some researchers therefore 
propose to assess the professionalism based on attitudinal attributes and 
belief systems. Hail (1968) argued that professionalism subsumes five 
clusters or categories of attitudes and beliefs. They are: 1) the use of 
professional organization as a major reference; 2) a belief in service to the 
public; 3) belief in self-regulation; 4) the dedication to the work; and 5) the 
feeling of autonomy. Hall (1968) concluded that professions contained two 
principal elements that indicate professionalism: an attitudinal cluster of 
shared beliefs and an organized social structure with certain rights and 
obligations in society. 
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Based on Hall's theory of professionalism and other sociologists' view, 
McLeod and Hawley (1964) then developed eight criteria that must be 
satisfied for an occupation to become a profession: 
1) it must perform a unique and essential service; 
2) it must emphasize intellectual techniques; 
3) it must have a long period of specialized training to acquire a systematic 
body of knowledge based on research; 
4) it must be given a broad range of autonomy; 
5) its practitioners must accept broad personal responsibility for judgments 
and actions; 
6) it must place greater emphasis on service than on private economic gain; 
7) it must develop a comprehensive self-governing organization; 
8) it must have a code of ethics which has been clarified and interpreted by 
concrete cases. 
It is useful to point out that these eight criteria are related to individual 
journalists' professional orientation. Based on the criteria, McLeod and 
Hawley (1964) developed a professional orientation index by analyzing the 
data gathered from a survey of journalists. The index consists of 24 items 
measuring job characteristics with 12 of them being considered as indicating 
professional and the other 12 as being non-professional. According to 
McLeod and Hawley (1964), professionally oriented people should value 
highly on those professional items such as full use of their professional skills 
and knowledge, opportunity for originality and initiative, etc.; and they should 
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stress less on those non-professional items such as monetary, security, 
prestige, etc.. By summing across the 12 professional items and subtracting 
from the total the sum of the 12 non-professional items, a professional 
orientation score was assigned to each respondent. The assumption of 
McLeod-Hawley scale is that professionalism is uni-dimensional so that the 
scores can be calculated at the same level. McLeod and Hawley (1964) 
then divided the journalists into "professionals" who scored high on the scale, 
and "semi-professionals" who scored lower on the scale. They compared 
the degree of professional orientation between professionals and semi-
professionals. The professionals turned out to show greater homogeneity 
within their group. They required a sharing of values, evidenced by greater 
agreement in judgment. On specific attitudes, the professionals showed a 
general tendency toward implementation of professional values and holding a 
more critical attitude toward their paper than the semi-professionals did. 
Professionalism dimensions reconsidered 
This professional orientation scale, coming from perhaps the most 
influential study in the area (Windahl & Rosengren，1978), was sufficiently 
general that later it was applied to many researches (for example, McLeod & 
Rush, 1969; Lattimore & Nayman，1974). However, the scale has been 
criticized for being methodologically inadequate and theoretically 
unsatisfactory (Windahl & Rosengren，1978). As Windahl & Rosengren 
(1978) factor-analyzed the professional and non-professional items of the 
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original McLeod-Hawley items，two main dimensions emerged: a 
professionalism dimension and a dimension that was labeled "Search for 
security and promotion within the company." Also, in a study on the 
professionalization of Latin American journalists, McLeod & Rush (1969) 
found seven dimensions with only one two-item dimension that is purely made 
up of professional items. Similarly, in a study on Turkish newsmen. Nayman 
& 0'Keefe (1973) found that professionalism had seven dimensions with all 
professionally-oriented items clustered with non-professional items. These 
studies strongly suggest that professionalism is multi-dimensional. 
Leory (1972-73) may be the first researcher who has constructed a 
multi-dimensional professional orientation index. Based on Hall's 
professionalism scale rooted in the process view of professionalism, Leory 
developed a five-subscale index in his study (Leory, 1972-73). The first 
subscale assessed the respondent's sense of professionalism toward the 
organizations they work for. The second scale measured a respondent's 
belief in public service. The third scale dealt with an individual's belief in 
self-regulation of his profession. The fourth scale measured a sense of 
dedication to the work. The fifth and final scale dealt with the respondent's 
feeling of autonomy in his work. Leory (1972-73) applied the five-subscales 
to assess the professionalism of television newsmen by a factor analysis of 
50 items. The results showed a modest amount of professionalism among 
the television newsmen. 
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Lo (1995) developed a conceptual structure to assess the 
professionalism among Taiwanese journalists. He borrowed the basic idea 
from Nayman, who defined the four attributes of professional behavior as 
expertise, autonomy, commitment, and responsibility (Nayman, 1973). Lo 
redefined the four concepts, proposing a professionalism scale with four 
professionalism dimensions, each of which includes two sub-dimensions. 
They are: expertise (special knowledge and self-improvement); autonomy 
(internal and external); commitment (job commitment and public service); and 
responsibility Oournalistic and ethical). 
In sum, most previous researches approach the concept of 
professionalism by cataloging the dimensions embedded in it, which are 
shared by occupations commonly identified as professions. The most 
commonly mentioned professionalism dimensions include: autonomy, self-
improvement, professional ethics，self-regulation, job commitment, and so on. 
We will include most of these dimensions in our analysis. 
What is this study doing? 
To sum up, the concept of profession consists of several main elements: 
1. The occupation must be organized around a systematic, theoretical body of 
knowledge or specialized technique. 
2. Members of the occupation have broad latitude in carrying out occupational 
duties or responsibilities. 
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3. The occupation must emphasize public service, as opposed to economic 
gain. 
4. The occupation must develop a professional culture, which should promote 
values, norms, and symbols common to members ofthe profession. 
5. For their members, professional occupations tend to be lifelong and 
terminal. 
This trait or attribute approach undergirds much of the work on 
professionalism in journalism started by McLeod and his students during the 
1960s and 1970s. Professionalism, according to most researchers, refers to 
the professional attitude and beliefs common to the members of the 
profession. It is proved to be a multi-dimensional concept. The most 
mentioned professionalism dimensions include autonomy, self-improvement, 
professional ethics，self-regulation, and so on. What's more, it is noteworthy 
that so far, few researches in this field has been accumulated from the 
journalists' perception of the media and media content. As we are judging 
the professionalism among journalists, the view of how they perceive the 
media roles and news production is also an essential part. Therefore, we 
will also take these elements into account. Situated in the background of 
Chinese society and taking both Leory's and Lo's professionalism scales into 
serious account, we address four professionalism dimensions in this study. 




Media roles can refer both to more or less objective tasks of the media 
(such as news or editorializing) and to purposes or utilities as perceived by a 
media user (such as being informed or entertained). McQuail(1994) named 
a set of basic ideas about media tasks in society: information (providing 
information about events and conditions in society and the world); correlation 
(explaining, interpreting and commenting on the meaning of events and 
information); continuity (expressing the dominant culture and recognizing 
subcultures and new cultural developments); entertainment (providing 
amusement, diversion and the means of relaxation); mobilization 
(campaigning for societal objectives in the sphere of politics, war, economic 
development, work and sometimes religion). In the 1992 survey of American 
journalists, Weaver & Wilhoit (1996) claimed that American media had four 
functions in journalists' eyes: interpretation function, dissemination function, 
adversary function, and populist mobilizer function. For years, the leading 
role of Chinese media has been "propaganda tools of government and the 
CCP". Whether the other functions of Chinese media have equal 
importance in journalists' eyes would be a significant sign of journalistic 
professionalism in China in the new era. 
Newsvalue 
Based on a literature review, McQuail (1994) identified two main 
approaches to news values in Western media: genre-related and socio-
cultural approach. The former refers to a preference for events which fit 
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advance audience expectations, a bias towards what is unexpected and novel 
within the limits of what is familiar, a wish to continue with events already 
established as newsworthy, and a wish for balance among types of news 
events. The socio-cultural news values tend to favor events which are about 
elite people, elite nations and negative happenings. Events big on all these 
values are believed to produce most audience interest. It seems that 
newsvalue in Western journalism consists of "significance", "interest", and 
"timeliness". In China, audiences had been bored by the formulaic 
propaganda materials that the media produced prior to the reform era. 
Providing more relevant and truthful reporting became a key to restore not 
only the credibility of the official media but also the legitimacy of the 
Communist regime. To Chinese journalists, this is also vital to establish 
their sense of professionalism, a desire that was dramatically displayed by a 
sign that some journalist demonstrators carried before the June 4th massacre 
in 1989: "Don't force us to lie!” 
Ethics in journalism 
In their book on the 1982-1983 national survey, Weaver & Wilhoit (1986) 
wrote that concern about journalism ethics was at a historic peak. The 
high-water mark, they thought was the ill-fated Pulitzer Prize awarded to 
Janet Cooke, then of the Washington Post, for what turned out to be a 
fabricated story about the drug-infested world of an imaginary 6-year-old child. 
In China, the 1990s saw the researchers' concern about journalistic ethics at 
its peak, when some foreign media began to severely attack Chinese # 
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journalism. The reports focused on the emerging paid journalism and the 
related problems among Chinese journalists (Wu, 1995). How journalists 
view the ethics in journalism is becoming another significant sign of 
journalistic professionalism. In this study, ethics in journalism are centered 
upon 1) tactics in reporting practices, including how journalists get 
information or process news; 2) self-regulation of journalists in handling the 
relationship with their significant others, such as news sources, advertisers, 
and so on. 
Professional rewards 
Perceived autonomy among the journalists has been found to be an 
important factor to predict job satisfaction. The importance of jurisdiction 
over their work was the most frequently cited factor among the comments 
made by American journalists whose job satisfaction was high (Weaver & 
Wilhoit, 1996). Journalists regard the autonomy at work a kind of job 
rewards since the sense of control and authority - the freedom to work on the 
stories - is very important to job satisfaction. Compared with other 
professions, autonomy freedom and professional training opportunities have 
been shown to be among the top considerations among journalists. In fact, 
considering these elements and placing them high among all the factors 
contributing to job satisfaction is an important indication ofjournalists, sense 
of professionalism. In this study, professional rewards refer to the extent to 
which journalists exercise the discretionary judgment within the work context 
and the opportunities of self-improvement. 
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In the subsequent data analysis, we will try to examine how Chinese 
journalists view the above dimensions of professionalism. Moreover, if there 
are any variations on the view among the journalists, we would try to learn 
what kinds of journalists possess what kinds of configuration of ideas of 
professionalism. Specifically, the journalists could be classified into 
different groups, within each of which the journalists share the similar 





This study is based on an analysis of the survey data gathered by a 
nationwide survey of a sample of journalists from China in 1997. A multi-
stage stratified probability sample of about 2,000 journalists were drawn from 
the journalist population in China. First, the researchers divided the 
provinces and municipalities directly under the Central Government in China 
(excluding Tibet, Xinjiang, and Inner-Mongolia caused by design 
complications caused by ethnicity, religion, culture, and special policies and 
formidable extra costs due to transportation and communication difficulties) 
into North China, East China, South China, and West China. Each province 
or municipaIitywas ranked "high", "medium”，or"low" according to its GDP per 
capita. Thus a 4 * 3 pair matrix was formed crossed by the four areas and 
the three GDP ranks. Researchers then randomly selected a province or a 
municipality from each pair except for two: West China & High GDP, and East 
China & Low GDP. The probability of being selected for each province or 
municipality was justified by the total number ofjournalists in it. 
The second step was to select cities from those selected provinces and 
municipalities in the previous stage after dividing them Into provincial capitals 
and the rest. At this sampling stage, provincial capitals were automatically 
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included since most provincial media concentrated in provincial capitals; the 
rest cities (excluding provincial capitals) were then divided into two groups: 
“High GDP city" and "Low GDP city", and one city was selected from each 
group based on the proportion of the journalists of that city in the journalist 
population of the province. The 28 cities selected at this sampling stage 
were from the ten provinces and municipalities directly under the Central 
Government. All the Central media were regarded as the twenty-ninth 
sampling unit since most of them concentrated in Beijing. 
At the third sampling stage, all the media organizations in the 29 selected 
cities (or groups) were classified into three categories: print media, television 
stations, and radio stations. Then the media organizations were randomly 
selected according to the number of journalists in each organization. The 
number of media organizations selected from each city varied since some 
cities had only three media organizations (one newspaper, one radio station, 
and one television station), while some cities had more. All the three media 
organizations would be included if the city had only three of them; four to ten 
media organizations would be selected if the city had more media 
organizations (Central media). Altogether over 140 media organizations 
were selected at this sampling stage. 
Finally, the number of qualified interviewers in each selected media 
organization was identified based on 1) the proportion of the journalists in the 
city to those in the province and to those in the represented group (area and 
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GDP per capita); 2) the proportion of the journalists in each media 
organization to the journalist population of the same media type (print media, 
television stations, and radio stations). Individual journalists would be 
selected from the chosen media organizations by a systematic sampling 
method. The total sample was 1,900. To tie journalists' professionalism to 
the on-going social change, the sample was stratified to oversample 
journalists from the two southern provinces which have been on the forefront 
of the market-oriented reforms. As we are not comparing the journalists 
between southern China and Northern China, the oversampling method 
would not bring bias to the representation of the sample. 
The definition of journalists in the survey is virtually the same one 
employed in the 1971 Johnstone study and 1992 Weaver & Wilhoit survey. 
Journalists are those who have editorial responsibility for the preparation or 
transmission of news stories or other information, including full-time reporters, 
writers, correspondents, columnists, news people, editors, also 
photographers. In broadcast organizations, only news and public affairs 
staff are included. Librarians and visual and audio technicians are excluded 
because most of them usually are directed by reporters and editors, and 
therefore do not have direct editorial control over the information they 
communicate (Weaver & Wilhoit, 1996). The distribution of journalists 
across media sectors and location are shown in Table 1. 
There are significant regional differences in the proportion of journalists 
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in the sample, reflecting different levels of media development and population 
density across different provinces in China. Among the total sample 
selected from the media, i.e., radio, television, newspaper and wire, 
journalists of newspaper account for more than a half (56.2%, N=926); while 
the journalists of wire services concentrate in Beijing (100%, N=84). 
Table 2 shows the distributions of age, gender, education, years in 
journalism among Chinese journalists in 1997 and the comparisons with the 
American journalists in 1992. In 1997，Chinese journalists were 
disproportionately clustered in the 25-34 and 35-44 age brackets, and 
substantially underrepresented in the younger (19-24) or older (above 55) 
age categories. The age distribution of the journalists were quite similar in 
the two countries. 
Table 2 also shows that Chinese women are under-represented in 
journalism profession in 1997. Similar to American journalists, only one third 
of them are women. In 1997，59% of ail Chinese journalists earned a college 
or higher degree, and 30% of them majored in journalism. The proportion of 
American journalists in 1992 with at least a college bachelor's degree was 23 
points higher than that of Chinese journalists, and 10 percentage points more 
American journalists held a journalism degree. The 1997 result also shows 
that the average number of years of journalism experience was 13 for men 
and 9 for women (12for total); while for American journalists, 15 for men and 
12 for women. In both countries, men are considerable more likely than 
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women to have more years of experience in journalism, lending some support 
to the idea that women, in general, have not stayed in journalism as long as 
men have. Generally speaking, American journalists have a higher level of 
education and more working experiences in journalism than Chinese 
journalists in the 1990s. 
Journalists have often been portrayed as social reformers who are likely 
to be more liberal than conservative politically (Weaver & Wilhoit，1996). In 
1997 survey, we found that Chinese journalists were predominantly 
Communist Party members (54%). This is also a significant indicator of 
Party journalism. The newspaper that Chinese journalists read most 
frequently is People's Daily and the medium they use most frequently is TV 
(data not shown). 
The respondents were required to fill out the questionnaires by 
themselves. The questionnaire contained questions on journalists' 
demographic attributes, their professional background，occupational roles, 
attitudes, professional values, job satisfaction, professional aspiration, career 
path, and organizational reward structure, etc. The questionnaire also 
contained questions on journalists' relationship with Party leaders at various 
levels, their sources, and journalists from other parts of the world, especially 




One purpose ofthis study is to explore the dimensions of professionalism 
among Chinese journalists. We hypothesize the four dimensions as: media 
roles, newsvalue, ethics in journalism, and professional rewards. Among the 
questions, we selected 69 professionalism-related items, dividing them into 
six categories. The first category was concerned with media's role; the 
second and third categories measured the journalists' judgment on newsvalue 
and their assessment of importance of various newsvalue elements; the 
fourth and fifth categories dealt with some questionable reporting practices 
and the journalists-source relationship; the sixth and final category 
measured the sense of professional rewards of journalists. The detailed 
items in each category are shown in Appendix. 
The items in each category were subjected to separately factor 
analyses to figure out the sub-dimensions within category. And then the 
resulting sub-dimensions were submitted to secondary factor analysis to 
show the dimensions of professionalism. The purpose of this two-step factor 
analytical strategy is to show the hierarchical configuration of the ideas of 
professionalism among Chinese journalists. 
A cluster analysis was then conducted to distinguish the journalists from 
one another based on theirvaIues on the professionalism dimensions and the 
inter-relationships among these dimensions. Each group was named 
according to its specific characteristics on different professional orientations 
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shared by its group members. A discriminant analysis was also performed to 
show how some important variables and factors that might predict the 





In their landmark 1971 study, Johnstone and his colleagues (1976) found 
the field of journalism a mixed picture of institutional contradictions. The 
Johnstone team concluded that although journalism was a profession in an 
"abstract formal sense," the actual behavior of journalists defied the 
traditional notions of a profession. Journalists valued public service, 
autonomy, and freedom from supervision; however, most appeared to 
subscribe to seemingly contradictory conceptions of their role and what is 
newsworthy. They were both "objective" informers and "subjective" 
interpreters. The dynamics of the newsroom appeared to be the cauldron in 
which news values and attitudes were reshaped. There was a deep division 
among the journalists on many questions of journalistic ethics. This chapter 
analyzes a wide range of survey questions about media roles and newsvalue 
perceived by Chinese journalists, and the professional ethics and job 
autonomy among Chinese journalists, so that we can have a general picture 
of professionalism orientation of the journalists in China. 
Sub-dimensions of professionalism 
Media roles 
There are different views among western researchers on journalistic role 
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perceptions. McQuail (1994) named a set of basic ideas about media 
functions, including providing information, interpreting policy, expressing 
cultural value, providing entertainment, and campaigning in political circle. 
Johnstone and his colleagues (1976) classified American journalists into two 
types, "neutral observer" and "participant", which indicate two orientations of 
journalistic roles: informer and social activity participant. Weaver & Wilhoit 
(1996) concluded that a majority ofAmerican journalists rated two journalistic 
roles as extremely important in 1992 survey, getting information to the public 
quickly and investigating government claims. It was commonly shared by 
the researchers that "informer" and "interpreter" are the two basic roles of 
journalists. Do Chinese journalists hold the same ideas? To answer this 
question, we analyzed the items concerning journalists' views of the functions 
of the media. 
Altogether 18 items were related to media roles (the first category). 
Responses were made on a 5-point scale with 1 representing extremely 
unimportant and 5 representing extremely important A principal component 
analysis was performed on these items. Five factors emerged. Table 3 
shows the items and factor loadings. (In this study, all factors with 
eigenvalues greater than one are retained. A loading of an item less 
than .30 is not shown for simplicity). Analyzing the items loaded on each of 
the factors, we can see that these five factors represent five distinct media 
functions in the journalists, mind. They are: Interpretation Function, 
Adversary Function, Dissemination Function, Popular Advocacy Function, 
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and Populist Instrument Function. 
The result bears similarities to that of the 1992 survey of American 
journalists (Weaver & Wilhoit, 1996). The American journalists in the 1992 
national sample were asked about numerous conceptions of "things the 
media do or try to do today.” Specifically, each journalist responded to 12 
questions such as: "How important is it for the news media to investigate 
claims and statements made by the government?" Responses included 
extremely important, quite important, somewhat important, and not really 
important Using factor analysis, the individual responses were aggregated 
into four clusters: interpretive/investigative, disseminator，adversarial, and 
populist mobilizer. We may compare the two factor analysis results 
(American and Chinese surveys) in some details. 
Most Chinese journalists perceived the interpretive goal as an essential 
of journalistic life. This approach was a blending of five important roles: 
explain government's policies, help people learn government's policies, 
analyze complex issues, stage discussions on policies that are evolving, and 
suppress rumors with reliable reports. This majority acceptance of an 
interpretation function is reminiscent of what Judy Polumbaum (1994) has 
seen through an analysis of the press ideology and the media system in 
China. She recognizes that "in philosophy and organization, China's mass 
communication system is centralized and hierarchical: news outlets at all 
levels are expected to promote policies and priorities set at the top, and 
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Communist Party and government officials,…，remain chief arbiters of how 
news is defined." It is noteworthy that the items "analyze complex issues” 
and "suppress rumors wlth reliable reports" split between Interpretation 
Function and dissemination Function. This evidence suggests that some 
journalists could see “informer" and "interpreter" are two inseparable 
functions of media in China. Compared with the American survey, two 
more items were included in interpretation Function in Chinese survey: "help 
people learn government's policies” and "suppress rumors with reliable 
reports". 
An Adversary Function consists of three tightly correlated items: question 
and criticize social organization's words and deeds, question and criticize 
businesses，words and deeds, question and criticize government officials' 
words and deeds. In addition, two other items also have large secondary 
loadings on this factor. They are: analyze complex issues and suppress 
rumors with reliable reports. Among American journalists, most adversarials 
were also interpreters in approach, and were especially likely to feel strongly 
about the government "watchdog" responsibility of journalism. Chinese 
journalists also perceived a link between the two media roles, evidenced by 
the split items between the two factors. However, the emphasis of adversary 
function of Chinese media is on "supervising", including not only constantly 
keeping an eye on the questionable deeds and words in the society, and 
Instructing the social order, but also providing suggestions and helping 
analyze all kinds of issues. The adversary function of American media, 
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however, has a different definition, focusing on "being constant skeptical of 
public officials and business interests，，，identifying the media role as 
adversary of those in power. Among American journalists in the 1992 survey, 
the adversaryfunction was very much a minority "mindset,，(Weaver & Wilhoit， 
1994，pp. 139). Most American journalists did not admit to placing a 
premium on sustained skepticism of those in power. In China, although the 
emerging market economy has been pressing for a greater emphasis on 
media's function as the watchdog of government in the recent ten years, it is 
still hard for the journalists to see the media's basic mission in safeguarding 
the individuals' rights by taking an adversarial position to powerful institution. 
Firstly, democratic ideology of autonomous public opinion and media's role in 
fostering it has no historical root in Chinese society. Secondly, the press 
itself has some problems in handling the conflicting values of adversary and 
objectivity and balance. For example, Chinese media used to carry one-
sided critical report, contradictory to the principles of objectivity and balance 
(Sun, 1994). As the media were plunged into a competing market, what the 
journalists should be concerned about is how to balance the positive and 
critical reportings. 
The Dissemination Function is a combination oftwo items: provide timely 
information and report based on facts. In American survey, the statistical 
clustering of the disseminator factor included two similar roles: get 
information to the public quickly and avoid stories with unverifiable facts. 
Despite the different wording of the items, they reflected the same basic 
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media function: distributing truthful news as quickly as possible to the public. 
The press reforms after the end of Cultural Revolution in China started with 
great efforts to restore the credibility of official media by emphasizing 
timeliness and factuality. Media coverage during the period centered upon 
the rejection of the false, exaggerated and empty writing in news reporting. 
Discussions on “the criteria to testify the truth" in newspapers encouraged 
people, who just survived the complete top-down ideological control of the 
Gang of Four, to distinguish truth from lies on their own. The period saw a 
significant recognition of Chinese media on the active nature of audiences. In 
recent years Chinese media have been focusing on timeliness and 
truthfulness of news reporting, though the competitive ability with 
international media is still weak. 
Popular Advocacy Function is made up of four items: be people's 
mouthpiece, help the pressure of public opinion, facilitate social changes, and 
guide public opinion. The item "guide public opinion" overlaps both 
Interpretation Function and Popular Advocacy Function, indicating that in 
China, providing analysis, explaining policy, discussing policy and guiding 
public opinion，are a continuous information process that cannot be strictly 
separated from each other. No Popular Advocacy Function emerged in 
1992 American survey. However, this function does not represent the media 
advocating the desires and interests ofthe people independentfrom the Party 
line. Rather it is the basic media function in China, determined by the 
socialist nature of Chinese media (Sun, 1995). Guided by the Party and 
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government, Chinese media have been the central organ to instruct and 
influence social work and life, and through this way, the media actively 
participate in various kinds of social activities and promote social reforms. 
Populist Instrument Function consists of four notions: raise people's 
cultural level, provide entertainment, report news that most people are 
interested in, and support public welfare organizations. These four items 
bear some similarities to those of Populist Mobilizer Function in American 
survey except that "reporting news that most people are interested in” and 
"support public welfare organizations" in the China survey are replaced by 
“allow public to express their views" and “set the political agenda" in the 
American survey. Ever since The Third Plenum of the 11th Central 
Committee's in December 1978 advocated "to shift away from class struggle 
to socialist modernizing construction", the propaganda focus was also shifted 
from "all for class struggle" to "all for economic development" (Sun, 1994). 
Media carried substantial reports on China's open-door policy, economic 
reforms, and so on. These reports attracted most attention as they touched 
the topic that most people were interested in and the news style took on a 
new look, characterized by "multi-angled, objectivity-oriented, audience-
oriented, and vivid" (Sun, 1994). Many entertainment programs and stories 
in Chinese media took an educative role, as well as entertainment role, to 
help raise people's level of cultural appreciation. This audience-oriented 
communication style indicates a new era in Chinese journalism, compared 
with the complete top-down propaganda in the past days. 
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Newsvalue 
Nothing in the field is more important than decisions about what is worthy 
of publication or broadcast. Among journalists and scholars, notions about 
what makes something newsworthy are many: conflict, prominent sources, 
events that affect large numbers of people, pseudoevents staged by 
publicists and "handlers" (Weaver & Wilhoit, 1996，pp. 147). The list is long. 
Scarcely anyone believes, as some once claimed, that journalists simply 
"hold up a mirror on the world." In our survey, journalists were asked about 
the factors influencing newsvalue judgment (the second category). The 
factors listed range from "the scope of the news topic" to "whether the news is 
a scoop." The respondents were asked to use a 5-point scale with 1 for 
"little influence" and 5 for "much influence" to indicate their opinions. Two 
factors were obtained (Table 4). Analyzing the loadings on the two factors, 
we can see that they indicate the criteria for Chinese journalists of news 
selection. The factor, Social Impact & Intervention, is made up of five items _ 
degree of exposure of social problems, relevance to people's life，the scope 
of influence of an event, topical interest, and the status or influence of the 
main figures in a story. The other factor, Novelty & Timeliness, consists of 
three items - whether a story is a scoop, timeliness of a story, and whether a 
story contains new information. In other words, Chinese journalists thought 
newsvalue was determined by the two factors: the social impact of the news 
and the novelty of the news. In American survey, this aspect of newsvalue 
judgmentwas approached by asking the respondents about the importance of 
many factors that influence their newsvalue judgments. Factors include 
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supervisors, media organizations, handling of the same stories, journalistic 
training, and so on. Journalistic training - largely on the job, but including 
college experience and campus media - turned out to be the most influential 
factor. In fact, although the newsvalue judgment was approached in 
different ways in the two surveys, we still can see the link between the factors. 
When journalists must decide what is new and newsworthy, they must also 
make assumptions about what is old and therefore no longer newsworthy; 
when they report what is wrong or abnormal, they must also decide what is 
normal. All these judgments must be made based on reality judgments and 
journalistic trainings before and after they enter the field. 
For years, Chinese audiences had been bored by the formulaic 
propaganda materials that the media produced. Providing more relevant 
reportings that are closely related to social realities and stories that contain 
new information became a key task for the Chinese journalists. In our 
analysis, the two factors are negatively correlated (r = -.33), indicating that 
those journalists who regarded social impact as part of the important basis to 
determine newsvalue tended to pay less attention to whether the news itself 
was timely information or scoop. Put another way. these journalists thought 
the news was good as long as it reflected the social reality that most people 
are concerned about. Newsworthiness is a judgment that involves more 
than journalists. Rather, it is a social process that involves other people with 
many different considerations (Gans, 1980). Journalists almost always have 
more available information then they can use; consequently, they must also 
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make suitability judgments, through which they winnow available information 
to select what they can cover with limited staffs and time. Availability and 
suitability judgments are guided by a large number of considerations such as: 
source, substantive, product, and value considerations; and commercial, 
audience, and political considerations. The first four considerations rest 
with journalists and the last three considerations are, to some extent, imposed 
on them beyond the newsroom (Gans, 1980). 
The China survey also involved asking the relative importance ofvarious 
factors involved in their selection of news. These factors are among the key 
features of news (the third category). In this survey, respondents were 
asked "how important do you thinkjournalists should value the factors in news 
report, such as objectivity, timeliness, balance, etc.?" For each item，a 10-
point scale was provided with 1 for "somewhat important" to 10for "extremely 
important". The eight items were subjected to a principal component factor 
analysis with an oblique rotation. The result was shown in Table 5. Two 
factors emerged from this analysis. The first factor, Accuracy & Objectivity， 
involves items objectivity, timeliness, in-depth reporting, factual accuracy， 
fairness, and scoop; the other, Comprehensiveness, is a blend of balance 
and comprehensiveness. Chinese journalists believe that news report 
should respect truth and provide timely information to public as Western 
journalists do. However, they see these features to be separable from 
balance and comprehensiveness. The two factors are positively correlated 
(r = .25), indicating that the notion of objectivity of news is positively linked to 
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comprehensiveness of the news report at least among some of the journalists. 
Still, the distinction of the two factors suggests that these features represent 
different dimensions of the news narrative and they may not be integrated at 
all time. 
The emerged two factors are consistent with "the information quality 
standards" articulated in McQuail (1994，pp. 147). According to McQuail, 
"information should be objective in the sense of being accurate, honest, 
sufficiently complete, true to reality, reliable, and separating factfrom opinion; 
information should be balanced and fair - reporting alternative perspectives in 
a non-sensational, unbiased way." It is useful to point out that Chinese 
journalists seem to have a different take on fairness. They think objectivity, 
accuracy and fairness are more closely correlated with one another than 
fairness and balance. For years journalists in China have been subjected to 
the conception that "news should be objective and fair", which implies that 
objectivity and fairness refer to the same notion. 
Ethics in journalism 
Building and refining journalistic ethics has been a major concern for 
both journalists and media scholars and critics. It is at the core of the 
ideological legitimacy of journalist professional status. To find out how 
journalists view professional ethics, we analyzed 24 items about journalistic 
practices and divided them into two groups, one about some questionable 
reporting practices (the fourth category), and the other about questionable 
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ways in which journalists interact with potential news source, advertisers, and 
other financial, social, and government agencies (the fifth category). Each 
group was subjected to a principal component factor analysis with an oblique 
rotation. 
The tactics of journalists in obtaining information sometimes reflect their 
basic role orientations, as well as their zeal for a "good story." But the 
problem is, should a news source ever be badgered under the auspices of 
journalists, excuses of them being "disseminator" or them having "a passion 
for the story"? In the 1997 survey, respondents were asked to think about 
the acceptability of 12 reporting situations, ranging from the possibility of 
paying for c0nfidenti3l information to undercover reporting (the fourth 
category). The responses were recorded on a 5-point scale with 1 for 
"definitely unacceptable" to 5 for "definitely acceptable". Three factors 
emerged from the factor analysis: Get Confidential Information without 
Authorization, Information Exchange，and Covert Investigation. 
Get Confidential Information without Authorization consists of five items 
concerned with using unauthorized files: use confidential information without 
permission of the information source, pay people for confidential information, 
make use of personal documents without permission, claim to be somebody 
else，and agree to protect confidentiality but not do so. Among the items, 
claim to be somebody else split between this factor and Covert Investigation. 
It is quite reasonable since this item is highly correlated with one of the items 
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in Cover investigation, get information with a hidden identity (r = -.39). In fact, 
claim to be somebody else implied two-folded meanings: hidden investigation 
and getting information unauthorized. Information Exchange comprised four 
items about some ways of news production: contribute to other media, use 
package information articles prepared by information sources for news 
reports, exchange information with journalists in the same field, and cite other 
stories without an attribution. Cite other stories without an attribution splits 
between this factor and the other factor, Get Confidential Information without 
Authorization. Covert Investigation includes three items: get information with 
a hidden identity，write in an appealing way, and use hidden microphones or 
cameras. One possibility that "write in an appealing way" is included in this 
factor is because another item, "use hidden microphones and cameras" is 
also a kind of way to attract attention, as the stories or pictures obtained by 
this means are unusual 3nd therefore appealing to 3udiences. In this sense, 
the purposes of writing in an appealing way and using hidden microphones or 
cameras are the same. 
Factor 1，Get Confidential Information without Authorization is negatively 
correlated with Factor 3，Covert Investigation ’ but positively correlated with 
Factor 2，Information Exchange，indicating that journalists who accept the 
practices of using unauthorized files or exchanging information with others 
would unlikely agree to the behavior of undercover investigation. After a 
careful analysis, we conclude that the items in Factor 1 and Factor 2 concern 
more with the "legality" aspect of professional ethics. The level of 
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acceptance of these practices would be quite different from that of behavior 
about undercover investigation, which could be excused by the journalists' 
passion for getting a good story. Some researchers also accept the 
justification of gaining inside information which some news sources are 
unwilling to disclose, since "when you are dealing with a rat, there may be no 
other way to get that story" (Weaver & Wilhoit, 1996). 
It is noteworthy that nowadays, some researchers have begun to 
reconsider some journalistic behavior. For example, they indicate that the 
meaning of personal documents is changing in an age of electronic mail. It 
is just a matter of time when "computer-hacking" journalists break into private 
files. The amount of personal information available in the databases of both 
private and public agencies has changed the nature of privacy questions 
facing the press (Weaver & Wilhoit’ 1994). In this sense, it is hard to define 
whether such practice as making use of private files without permission is a 
violation of professional ethics. In the 1992 American survey, almost half of 
the sample said that making use of personal documents without permission 
may be justified, the number nearly doubled that in the 1982 survey. More 
than 80% ofAmerican journalists agreed that using unauthorized confidential 
documents may be justified, including getting information with a hidden 
identity and using hidden cameras (Weaver & Wilhoit，1994). It seems such 
reporting practices are quite understandable and acceptable in the passion 
for a good story. But the emerging paid journalism is another matter. 
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In this survey, journalists were asked to think about 12 kinds of 
journalistic behavior in handling the relationship with news sources， 
advertisers, organizations and government agencies (the fifth category). 
The questions ranged from involving in advertisement business for one's own 
organization to softening news not good for important advertisers. The 
respondents were required to indicate to what extent they accept the 
practices by using a 5-point scale with 1 for "strongly disagree" and 5 for 
"strongly agree". Three factors emerged from a principal component factor 
analysis and the result is shown in Table 7. They are: Get Benefits for One's 
Own Organization, Mix Business with News Work, and Self-censorship of 
Media. 
The factor, Get Benefits for One's Own Organization，reflects the material 
transaction between the journalists and news sources, including how 
journalists seek financial support for the media they work for and the means 
through which news sources “pay" the journalists' for their work • The five 
items involved are: solicit sponsors for own organization, solicit ads for own 
organization, accept gift from sources, accept free trip from sources, and 
accept free lunches from sources. The second factor, Mix Business with 
News Work, refers to the journalists' involvement in the business with news 
sources and it is a combination offive items: hold part-time jobs in business, 
hold part-time jobs in government agencies, do public relation work for 




Mixing business with news work is quite prevalent among Chinese 
journalists in the midst of changes of Chinese media from being supported 
with government budget allocation to being financially self sufficient. 
Starting from the 1980s, state subsidies to media organizations began to be 
reduced, unloading a heavy financial burden from the State to the media 
organizations (Pan, 1996). The media had to make every effort to look for 
food in the emerging market to support themselves. Journalists, whose 
financial benefits are tightly tied to the media organizations they are working 
for, started to get involved in commercial activities to get rich, both for their 
own organization and for themselves. They hold part-time jobs in 
enterprises out of the consideration that it is a way of social participation on 
one hand, and on the other hand, they have extra "grey income" from the 
practice and sometimes. Even the media organization they work for can 
benefit from this relationship with the potential advertisers. In the 1990s, a 
“good journalist" has two-folded implied meanings: he should firstly be a 
capable (financial) contributor to the media organization he works for, and 
secondly a competent reporter (Wu, 1995). 
Paid news emerged like bamboo shoots after a spring rain in the 1990s. 
Journalists found themselves in a larger swing which compels them to accept 
gift or "red package" - a red envelope with cash - from news sources, and 
most media organizations ignore the ethical challenge of this practice. 
According to some officials in the media industry, they hate paid journalism 
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but most of time they turn a blind eye to the fact that journalists have "grey 
income" since they understand the fact that the average salary of journalists 
is relatively low compared with some other occupations in the society (Wu, 
1995). 
The item, Accept cash from news sources, split from Factor 2，Mix 
Business with News Work, and overlaps with Factor 1 ’ Get Benefits for One's 
Own Organization, which comprises three items about material transaction 
with news sources: accept gift, accept free trip, and accept free lunches. It 
seems more reasonable to include the split item in Factor 1. However, the 
two factors can be clearly differentiated. While the major items in Factor 1 
are concerned with how journalists solicit financial support for their own 
organizations and thus the practices in Factor 1 can be regarded as "part of 
the job" (Wu, 1995); the items in Factor 2’ Mix Business with News Work, 
indicates journalists' private activities involving with enterprise, such as doing 
part-time work or public relation work. In this sense, accepting cash could 
be different from accepting gift, free trip or free lunch by nature. The former 
could be primarily personal benefit while the latter ones could be part ofjob. 
To support this interpretation, we can point out that Factor 1，Get Benefits for 
One's Own Organization, and Factor 2，Mix Business with News Work, are 
negatively correlated (r = -.40). Clearly the Chinese journalists interviewed 
could differentiate the two aspects. 
Self-censorship ofMedia consists of two items about howjournalists deal 
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with those stories that may cause trouble: tune down negative coverage of 
government agencies and tune down negative coverage of key advertisers. 
Li Ruihuan, a member of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau, 
pointed out in one of his important speeches that, most news reporting should 
be positive to ensure societal stability in China. "Positive news" refers to 
those reports that can encourage or inspire people to struggle for national 
prosperity and social progress (Tong, 1994). Li's point indicates the policy 
of China's Party journalism that all media and journalists should stick to. 
Under this guideline, more than 80% news is positive and leaving negative 
news less than 20% (Tong, 1994). The media would ask for trouble if they 
proceed too far in the direction of "negative news". 
Professional rewards 
As we have mentioned in the conceptualization part, professional 
rewards such as job autonomy and professional training opportunities have 
been shown to be among the top considerations for job satisfaction among 
the journalists. In this study, we selected 11 items about professional 
rewards (the sixth category) and performed a principal component factor 
analysis on them. The respondents were asked about whether they had 
ever "communicated with foreign reporters", "attended professional seminar", 
or "revised news as supervisors required", and so on. They were required to 
provide the answer using a 5-point scale with 1 for "never" and 5 for "often". 
Three factors emerged: Autonomy in Decision-making, Professional 
Improvement, and Submission to Supervisors (Table 8). Autonomy in 
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Decisio_king describes the autonomy of decision-making in news 
production by the journalists; Professional Improvement refers to the 
opportunities for the journalists to gain continuous professional training after 
work; Submission to Supervisors highlights the relationship between the 
journalists and their supervisors at work. 
Autonomy in Decision-making consists of four items: choose own news 
angle, decide topics of critical reports, decide own topics for coverage, and 
design topics for contributing articles. It is substantially correlated with 
Factor 2，Professional Improvement (r = .27), which is made up of five items: 
attend professional training class, attend seminars, interact with colleagues 
from other media outlets, take unpaid leave for further training, and interact 
with foreign journalists. Also, Factor 1, Autonomy in Decision-making, is 
substantially correlated with Factor 2, Submission to Supervisors (r = .21), 
which is a blend of two items: get assignments from supervisors and revise 
reports as requested by supervisors. The correlation suggests that those 
who have more autonomy in reporting practices would have more 
opportunities to receive professional training, and also more often do the 
work assigned by supervisors. It seems contradictory. As a matter of fact, 
those who enjoy more autonomy at work might be those in senior positions, 
the evidence of which can be found in the 1992 American survey (Weaver & 
Wilhoit，1996，pp. 71). Based on experience of living in Chinese society for 
over twenty years, we speculate that in China, persons in senior positions 
usually have more interaction with their supervisors at work. In that case, 
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they would more often directly "listen to" the supervisors' requests and do the 
work as assigned. And compared with their colleagues, their senior position 
would count much more when there is an opportunity to attend seminar, or to 
leave for study, or to communicate with foreign journalists. 
Multi-dimensions of professionalism 
The analysis so far deal with the internal components of the 
conceptualized dimensions of professionalism. These dimensions cover 
media roles, newsvalue, ethics in journalism, and professional rewards. 
Each dimension consists of different number of factors that can be seen as 
sub-dimensions of professionalism. Nowwe try to examine whether a multi-
dimensional system of professionalism can be found in the configuration of 
the above sub-dimensions and whether the empirical system, if any, is 
consistent with the conceptualized one (see Chapter II). For this purpose, 
we conducted a second-order principal component factor analysis of the 
factors obtained from the first-order factor analysis. All the 18 factors 
obtained in the previous analysis are included and finally seven factors 
emerged with 60% of total variance accounted for. The seven factors can be 
seen as the seven professionalism dimensions: Media's Advocacy Function, 
Ethics in Reporting Practices, Professional Rewards，Media for Government， 
Criteria forNewsvalue Judgment, Newsvalue Elements, and Interest-oriented 
Practices outside Newsroom. The result is shown in Table 9. 
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Media's Advocacy Function (Eigenvalue=2.89), accounts for 16.1% of 
the total variance. It consists of two sub-dimensions, one of which refers to 
media's adversarial role as a supervisor of social organizations, and the other 
is concerned with media's role as a mobilizer of popular culture, including 
raising people's cultural level, providing entertainment, and so on. It is 
noteworthy that the implication of “adversarial role” of Chinese media is 
different from that of American media. Media in China, is more the 
"supervisory mechanisms" supervising law enforcement, government 
administration and public opinion than an adversary of the government and 
the society. One of the two sub-dimensions, Populist Instrument Function, 
overlaps with another dimension, Media for Government It can be 
explained by the overlapped implication between Populist Instrument 
Function and Media for Government Specifically, the idea of "serving the 
people" has been "incorporated" by the Communist Party as part of its claim 
of legitimacy. In this claim, the Party declares that it best represents the 
interests of the people. 
The second dimension, Ethics in Reporting Practices (Eigenvalue=2.07), 
accounts for 11.5% of the total variance. It consists of three sub-dimensions, 
all of which involve various controversial journalistic ethics in reporting 
practices such as undercover investigation, using unauthorized files, and 
exchanging information with colleagues. These ethical issues seem 
contradictory to traditional professional ethics. However, more journalists in 
the 1990s indicate the questionable practices might be justified on occasion 
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(Weaver & Wilhoit, 1996, pp. 157). As we are dealing with a survey 
conducted on thejournalists in the 1990s when the ethics are a rising concern 
among researchers (Weaver & Wilhoit，1996)，it seems necessary to take the 
ethics as one dimension of professionalism. 
The third dimension, Professional Rewards (Eigenvalue=1.42), accounts 
for 7.9% of the total variance. It includes three sub-dimensions, one 
referring to the opportunities of self-improvement, another concerning the 
extent to which the journalists can make decisions at work, and the third 
concerning with howjournalists handle the work assigned by the supervisors. 
The result is consistent with our conceptual definition of professional rewards 
except for the submission to supervisors. We can see that the Chinese 
journalists interviewed regard the handling of relationship with supervisors an 
essential part of professional rewards, since the way they deal with the 
relationship reflects one aspect of the degree ofjob autonomy at work. 
The fourth dimension, Media for Government (Eigenvalue=1.29), 
accounts for 7.2% of the total variance. It has three sub-dimensions, all of 
which examine the means by which the media serve the government and the 
people, including interpreting government policies, softening the tone of 
those negative reportings about government, and influencing public opinion. 
This result indicates that the media act as a communication channel between 
the government and the people (public opinion). The media in China serve 
as an army of the Party, and by definition represent the people too. Even Hu 
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Yaobang, considered the most enlightened post-Mao leader, stated the role 
of Chinese journalism as: "The Party's journalism is the Party's mouthpiece, 
and naturally it is the mouthpiece of the people's government, which is led by 
the Party, and also the mouthpiece ofthe people themselves." (Lee, 1990，pp. 
8) 
The fifth dimension, Criteria for Newsvalue Judgment (Eigenvalue=1.08), 
accounts for 6.0% of the total variance. It is made up by three sub-
dimensions, all of which refer to the criteria of the journalists rely on in their 
judgment on what is newsworthy. Values enter the news most pervasively in 
the form of reality judgments. In any case, journalists cannot exercise news 
judgment without a composite of nation, society, and national and social 
institutions in their collective heads, and this picture is an aggregate of reality 
judgments (Gans, 1980，pp.196). The three sub-dimensions, Novelty & 
Timeliness of the news, Social Impact of the news, and factuality of the news, 
are all related to the reality judgment. After deciding what is new in reality 
world, the journalists eventually find out the reason why it is newsworthy or 
the potential impact of the news, and then produce news based on these 
considerations. The overlapping between the sub-dimension, Social Impact 
of the News, and the first dimension, Media's Advocacy Function, also 
supports the interpretation. The consideration of taking the social impact of 
news as one important factor in newsvalue judgment indicates the sense of 
social responsibility shared by Chinese journalists, which is also implied in 
the dimension, Media's Advocacy Function, which refers to the media's role 
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as the supervisory mechanisms of societal issues. News could never be 
produced in vacuum and newsvalue judgment based on social reality is also a 
guarantee of objectivity in the news report which, as one of the basic 
elements of news quality, is in turn tightly related to the professionalism of 
journalists in news production. 
The sixth dimension, Newsvalue Elements (Eigenvalue=1.02). accounts 
for 5.7% of the total variance. It comprises two sub-dimensions that deal 
with the essential elements in the news, such as comprehensiveness and 
objectivity. As we have discussed in the previous part, newsvalue perceived 
by ChinesejournaIists lies in the comprehensiveness ofthe report, as well as 
the objectivity of the news — the conception that almost all researchers refer 
to in their news analysis. In fact, comprehensiveness is a wider definition 
than objectivity in the sense of balance. The implied meaning of 
comprehensiveness includes "two-sided”，"balanced", and "fact-based"; while 
objectivity has a narrower definition - "factuality". 
The seventh and final dimension, Interest-oriented Practices outside 
Newsroom (Eigenvalue=1.00). accounts for 5.6% of the total variance. It 
has two sub-dimensions concerned with the business-linked journalistic 
practices. One sub-dimension involves the tripartite relationship among the 
journalists, the media organization they work for, and business-linked source 
(advertisers, sponsors’ etc.). The other sub-dimension highlights the 
relationship between the journalists and the business. The journalists are 
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the central part in the two kinds of relationships, striving for the survival of 
their media, and at the same time, for a better life of their own. The degree 
ofjournalists' involvement is also a significant indicator of professionalism. 
in sum, the result provides strong evidence that professionalism is multi-
dimensional. In our conceptualization, we expected to address four 
dimensions of professionalism -- media roles, newsvalue, ethics injournalism, 
and professional rewards. The empirical analysis reveals seven 
differentiabie dimensions, each of which is made up of different sub-
dimensions (Figure 1). 
The empirical professionalism dimensions are basically consistent with 
the conceptualized ones. Actually, the seven empirical dimensions of 
professionalism represent four basic aspects of professionalism, which are 
consistent with the four conceptualized dimensions in our study. Specifically, 
media's advocacy function and media forgovernment represent two separate 
media roles; criteria fornewsvalue judgment and newsvalue elements involve 
newsvalue; ethics in reporting practices and interests-oriented practices 
outside newsroom refer to the ethics in journalism. And the dimension of 
professional rewards remain the same in the conceptual and empirical 
structure of professionalism. 
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Four groups of Chinese journalists 
j After having mapped the structural configuration of the ideas of 
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美 professionalism, the next question is, can the multiple dimensions be used to 
differentiate journalists with different ideological orientations? To address 
this question, we start to group the Chinese journalists by using the seven 
dimensions. A cluster analysis was performed. In this way, respondents 
.；, 
who are relatively homogeneous within a cluster while heterogeneous 
compared with those in other clusters can be identified. K-means cluster 
analysis was performed on the seven dimensions instead of hierarchical 
analysis because of the large number of the respondents. Cluster solutions 
for three, four, five and six clusters were compared in selecting the "besf 
cluster solution. In doing so, the considerations were based on three criteria: 
1) How well did each factor cluster the sample? 2) To what extent was each 
group heterogeneous to other groups? 3) How interpretable was the overall 
duster solution? 
In the initial three-cluster solution, scores on the cluster centers from the 
dimensions of media's advocacy function, professional rewards, criteria for 
newsvalue Judgment, and newsvalue elements were low. The clustering of 
professional dimensions was thus mainly done by the other three ones. The 
five-cluster solution improved the three-cluster solution. However, the cases 
in Cluster 3 were too few compared with that of the other four groups (79 in 
Cluster 3; over 200 in Cluster 1’ 2’ 4, and 5). The same problem happened 
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in the six-cluster solution: only seven and three journalists belonged to 
Cluster 4 and Cluster 5’ respectively. The four-cluster solution was 
therefore accepted. The number ofjournalists in each group is reasonable. 
Each of the seven dimensions shows some clustering power, and the solution 
is much more interpretable. The cluster scores for the four cluster centers 
are shown in Table 10. The interpretation of the scores is based on the 
inter-group comparisons on each dimension across columns. The higher a 
positive score is, the higher the degree of the journalists' orientation towards 
the according dimension is. Similarly, the larger the absolute value of a 
negative value is, the more the journalists orient towards the opposite 
direction of the according dimension. 
The first cluster consists of 660 respondents who score high on ethics in 
reporting practices (negative value), interest-oriented practices outside 
newsroom (negative value), med/a forgovernment，and newsvalue elements; 
and score lower on media's advocacy function，and professional rewards. 
These journalists firmly identify the media role as the mouthpiece of 
government, emphasize newsvalue and professional ethics; disapprove of 
the media's advocacy role, and care little about job rewards. This group of 
journalists is therefore labeled "Conservative Journalists" because they are 
the hard-liners who still adhere to the old "Party press" ideology. They stick 
to the traditional newsvalue，and avoid questionable journalistic practices and 
newly emerged interest-involved practices. 
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The second cluster is made up of 220 respondents whose scores are 
extremely high on ethics in reporting practices, relatively high on media's 
advocacy function，criteria for newsvalue judgment (negative value), and 
lower on other dimensions. Journalists in this group strongly accept the 
questionable reporting practices. They pay much attention to the media's 
critical function and wish to enjoy more job rewards including autonomy. We 
name this group "Adventurous Journalists” because these journalists 
advocate the critical function of the media, which is a somewhat dangerous 
area to touch upon in China. The journalists take a risk in accepting the 
questionable practices seemingly contradictory to traditional ethics, which 
may bring trouble to them. According to some Chinese journalists, this 
group of journalists are hitting the balls on the baseline. Their journalistic 
practices sometimes conflict with the conservative journalism discipline 
{xinwen jilu) in China, but within the confines of law and Party policy. 
The third cluster consists of 138 respondents who give extra high rating 
to interest-oriented practices outside newsroom, and relatively high rating to 
ethics in reporting practices, media forgovernment, and professional rewards. 
This group is labeled "Utilitarian Journalists" since they wish to make profits 
out of journalistic work, either for the media they are working for or for 
themselves. The behaviors of this group arouse most concerns of 
researchers in China about ethical deterioration among Chinese journalists. 
Moreover, like those adventurousjournalists, utilitarianjournalists also accept 
the ethically questionable reporting practices - the goal to get a story is much 
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more important than the means to get it. 
The fourth cluster includes 631 respondents whose scores are high on 
criteria for newsvalue judgment，media for government (negative value), and 
newsvalue elements (negative value), and lower on other dimensions. 
Journalists in this group are named "Marketeering Journalists" because they 
select news based on the consideration of the impact of the news and the 
scope of the influence of an event. They want to catch people's attention as 
soon as the news produced enter the information market. Whether the news 
is comprehensive or objective is not one of the perceived newsvalue 
elements, neither do the journalists care about whom is the media serving. 
Four groups of Chinese journalists: Who are they? 
After dividing Chinese journalists into four groups each with a distinct 
profile on professionalism dimensions, one may ask: who make up each of 
the groups? In other words, what is the sociological profile of each group? 
To answer this question, a discriminant analysis was then conducted. Table 
11 describes the group means of the four clusters on some of the variables 
including demographic characteristics and media use habit. The variable, 
high value principles, is a combination of four journalistic belief: concern 
before others concern, keep away from business group, criticize with no fear, 
devote to revolution career (factor analysis result not shown). The other 
variables are taken from the survey. All these variables are selected as 
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important characteristics to describe the four groups of Chinese journalists. 
The comparison of group means on each variable can serve as evidence to 
indicate the characteristics of each group. 
Conservative journalists as a group are the oldest of the four groups, 
they have the highest position in profession, the longest years of working 
experiences, and the most exposure to academic and professional 
magazines, as well as TV viewing and radio listening. They are also least 
likely to read foreign magazines or publications sold at news-stands. 
Adventurous journalists and utilitarian journalists have acquired the highest 
education among the four groups; they are also most interested in reading at 
news-stands. About 34% of adventurous journalists major in journalism in 
university, which is the highest proportion among the four groups. Also, 
adventurous journalists have the heaviest exposure to foreign magazines and 
least exposure to TV or radio of the four groups. It is worth noting that they 
have the most obvious tendency to adhering to high value principles. 
Utilitarian journalists are marked by the least years of working experiences 
and the lowest position in profession, they read foreign magazines least often. 
Compared with adventurous journalists, utilitarian journalists have less 
working experiences in journalism, lower position in profession, read foreign 
magazines less often, while expose much more to TV and radio. Among the 
four groups, those who are most unlikely to care about high value principles 
are marketeering journalists, who read least academic or professional or 
news-stand magazines. Compared with adventurous journalists and 
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utilitarian journalists, marketeering journalists have more working 
experiences in journalism and have higher position. The typical 
characteristics of each group are summarized in Table 14. 
The multi-variant discriminant analysis shows that of the three possible 
discriminant functions that discriminate among the four groups, two are 
statistically significant. Table 12 describes the two functions in terms of two 
different types of coefficients. The first are the zero-order correlation 
between each variable and each function，after a varimax rotation. 
Variables are listed in the table according to the function with which each 
correlates most strongly, and the strength of that correlation. The second 
set of coefficients shows standardized discriminant functions (also after 
varimax rotation), the interpretation of which is analogous to that of beta 
weights in multiple regression. The largest correlation for each variable by 
function has been outlined by a boxto facilitate interpretation. 
The first function accounts for 66.4% of the total variance. We name 
the function “high value principles，，，since it refers to the belief system among 
Chinese journalists — journalists should devote to revolution career, be 
watchdog of social realities，and be independent from business groups, and 
so on. The second function is a combination of media use habit among the 
journalists. The strongest component in this factor is exposure to academic 
magazines. Exposure to magazines sold at news-stands is the factor of 
secondary importance in Function 2’ and education is the weakest one. 
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Function 2 accounts for 29.5% of the total variance among the groups. We 
name this function "exposure to academic publications". 
Table 13 gives the Canonical discriminantfunction centroids for the four 
groups of Chinese journalists. The interpretation of the scores is based on 
the comparison of both values on the two functions of each group. The 
higher a positive score is，the higher the degree of the journalists in the 
according group orient towards that function. Similarly, the larger the 
absolute value of a negative value is, the more the journalists orient towards 
the opposite direction of the according function. For example, conservative 
journalists have positive scores on both functions. This group hold positive 
ethical principles in journalistic work and expose much to academic media. 
Adventurous journalists are the journalists who think highly of ethical 
principles and expose to academic media least often. Utilitarian journalists 
bear some similarities to adventurous journalists in that they also hold 
positive ethics and expose less to media compared with conservative 
journalists. But the degree on each function of utilitarian journalists is not as 
much as that of adventurous journalists. Compared with these three groups, 
marketeering journalists hold negative ethical principles in profession and 
they use academic media more often than adventurous journalists and 
utilitarian journalists, but less often than conservative journalists. 
In sum，the result lends support to our previous interpretation of the 
characteristics of each group (Table 14). Conservative journalists are more 
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devoted to their career and are the mostfrequent media user among the four 
groups. Adventurous journalists have a passion to journalistic work and 
expose media least often among the groups. Utilitarian journalists also have 
a passion to their work, although out of different consideration from 
adventurous journalists. Marketeering journalists keep eyes on attention 
from audiences, rating the professional principles unimportant. 
As in almost all other societies, the thoughts and behaviors of Chinese 
journalists are profoundly shaped by the media system for which they work. 
Even the reasons why they become journalists and the process of how they 
join the profession are largely determined by the media system and the 
society at large. Thus, it is necessary to interpret the differences of the four 
groups in relation to the changing relationships with the ideology of the Party 
press. The "conservative journalists" seem to have developed their outlook 
during the pre-reform era and hold more responsibility to uphold the "old way". 
Under the tension between continued political and ideological control of the 
CCP and market forces, they are most likely to confine themselves in the 
framework of “routines，，and "conventions". "Adventurous journalists" violate 
some questionable ethics in practices but they have got a passion for the 
truth. “Utilitarian journalists" seem to be more opportunistic in the freer 
economic market. "Marketeering journalists，，are more high minded, and 
believe in and act upon the idea of public service, away from serving the 
government and the Party. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
This study examines the professionalism dimensions among Chinese 
journalists in the 1990s. Based on the assumption that professionalism is 
multi-dimensional, we examined the internal configuration of the ideas of 
professionalism by analyzing the data from a survey of 2,000 randomly 
selected journalists in China in March and April of 1997. The survey 
addressed the questions concerning social, economic, and ideological 
characteristics of journalists, their professional values， attitudes, and 
perceptions, as well as their relationships with Party leaders and journalists 
from outside. Following Chen, et al. (1997)，let us depict four "typical" 
Chinese journalists in this survey. The four brother journalists are born in 
the same family. Their average age is 37, male, who are members of the 
ruling Communist Party and have worked in journalism for more than 10years. 
They attended a four-year university with a major not in journalism or 
communication, and were assigned by the state to be a journalist. Their 
professional title is a reporter/editor, with primary duties in news reporting. 
They ail take some time to read academic, professional, and foreign 
magazines, read newspapers and magazines sold at news-stands. They 
watch TV news six days a week and listen to radio news four days a week. 
Although brought up in the same family background, the four brothers take 
different paths and show different orientations towards their professional 
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attitude and beliefs. Their big family, China, has been undergoing a gradual 
changing transition from ideological tight control over her children to allow 
reforms within the existing institution. The tension between the continued 
ideological control and the want to survive the emerging market outside 
results in different development among the four brothers in their professional 
performance. In the uneven changing process, the four brother journalists 
develop their individual path for orienting towards journalistic 
professionalism. 
To assess the professionalism of these four brother journalists, we 
conducted a set of analyses. Seven professionalism dimensions finally 
emerged, which lent strong evidence that professionalism is multi-
dimensional: media's advocacy function, ethics in reporting practices, 
professional rewards, media for government, criteria for newsvalue judgment, 
newsvalue elements, and interest-oriented practices outside newsroom. We 
find it hard to identify the professionalism of the four journalists since they 
have different orientations on the seven dimensions. We summarize the 
characteristics of each journalist on the dimensions and give each of them a 
name. The eldest brother, a conservative journalist, has highest position in 
profession, exposes to media most often of the four brothers. He holds 
conservative professional ethics, disapproves of the questionable reporting 
practices and involvement in business. He believes that media is the 
mouthpiece of government. The second brother, a marketeering journalist, 
most concerns the impact of the news, not the news quality. He seldom 
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reads academic and professional magazines. The third brother, an 
adventurous journalist has acquired the highest education of the four brothers 
and is most unlikely to expose to media. He strongly indicates the critical 
function of media, agrees to the justification of some reporting practices 
seemingly contradictory to traditional ethics. The little brother, a utilitarian 
journalist, bears some similarities with his third brother in education and 
media use. In addition, he thinks involvement in interest-oriented business 
through journalistic work is quite understandable and acceptable. 
To conceptually interpret the heterogeneousity among the four brothers, 
a bi-polar dimension is established to illustrate the differentiation of their 
orientations towards professionalism (Figure 2). The four dimensions 
represent the ultimate goals that the journalists pursue in their journalistic 
career. Conservative journalists closely correspond to government policies 
and believe that the media are mere mouthpiece of the CCP and 
government. They also hold positive professional values at work. 
Adventurous journalists advocate the supervisory function of the media for 
the interests of most people. Utilitarian journalists orient much to material 
interests, but they also strongly hold the media role as government organs. 
Marketeering journalists think their work is serving people and the society, by 
informing the public of the truth of the social realities. 
Since the survey in this study is the first one designed specifically to 
examine Chinese journalists' professionalism, we have no previous results 
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from China to compare to. However, the questionnaire is designed to be 
directly comparable to the similar journalist surveys in the Western nations 
(e.g., Weaver & Wilhoit, 1986; 1996). The most salient similarity between 
Chinese and American journalists lies in their perception of media roles. 
Both groups believe media should interpret government policies, criticize 
social organizations and government officials, disseminate information，and 
provide entertainment. In addition, Chinese journalists recognize that the 
media should also have popular advocacy function, serving as mouthpiece of 
people and helping people supervise public opinion. The purpose of the 
Weaver & Wilhoit (1996)'s study is to picture the general characteristics of 
American journalists while this study is intended to find out the 
professionalism dimensions among Chinese journalists. This study takes a 
further step in that we divide Chinese journalists into different groups 
according to their orientations on professionalism dimensions rather than the 
general characteristics of the journalists. 
This study is unique in two ways. First, it develops the first conceptual 
model of professionalism dimensions among Chinese journalists in Chinese 
literature, although some previous researches have been conducted on 
professionalism of Chinese journalists (for example, Chen, et a/., 1997). 
Second, this study classifies Chinesejournalists into four groups according to 
their characteristics on the professionalism dimensions. 
Are Chinese journalists "professionals" by the international standard by 
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Weaver and Wilhoit (1996)? The current study provides some positive 
evidence for the question. For example, the journalists surveyed are well 
educated, work for journalism for more than ten years. Most of them hold 
positive ethical principles, disagree to the interest-oriented practices, read 
academic magazines, expose much to media news, and so on. On the other 
hand, the majority of them have not received spedal training in journalism 
before becoming a journalist. The lack of exposure to journalistic 
professionalism is reflected in their inconsistent perceptions of questionable 
ethics in journalism. On the balance, we may consider that Chinese 
journalists are in the midst of professionalization. In their perception of the 
role of themselves, many Chinese journalists have shifted from a one-
dimensional view of themselves as the Party's propagandists to a multi-
dimensionai view that they should also take roles like disseminator, 
participant, social promoter, entertainment provider, and so on. In other 
words, they have "grown" from non-professionals or propagandists to 
journalists with some degree of identification with some ideas of 
professionalism. 
Actually, the heterogeneousity in terms of ideas on professionalism 
among Chinese journalists did not happen abruptly just after the press 
reforms. As early as the end of the nineteenth century, objective reporting --
a journalistic adherence to facts and an attempt to separate facts from value ~ 
arrived in China from the West. Since then it has both enjoyed popularity 
and suffered decline. Before the 1980s, the debate centered on the media's 
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primary role as either propagandist or information provider. In the 1980s, 
reformists argued that news should provide facts and the media should exist 
as simply an information conduit. The journalists began to study the 
Western methods seriously and cautiously endorsed Western principles of 
objective reporting. A group of "Marketeering journalists，，emerged since 
they care for social reality and they have the passion to tell audiences 
faithfully what happened. Journalists also advocated "one freedom and 
three rights", including freedom to report the news within the limits of China's 
constitution and laws, and the right of the masses to know, to speak out, and 
to watch over the government through public opinion (Li, 1994). A survey 
indicated that more than half of the journalists would like to see more open 
reporting in ten areas such as official replies to newspaper criticisms, different 
opinions expressed within the CCP, evaluations of leaders at various levels 
considering their performance and political views，and so on. These 
expectations represent the journalists' recognition of professionalism in that 
they call for a more open press market and a more diversified information 
environment to work in. These journalists are most likely to be the 
"Adventurous journalists", who tend to be a brave spokesman on behalf of the 
interests of the people. "Utilitarian journalists" emerged in the wave of 
media marketization and commercialization in the 1990s in China. They 
orient towards material interests more than professional values. 
"Conservative journalists", a hard-liner group, faithfully follow the Party's 
perspective and policies through all these journalistic reforms and changes. 
« 
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One limitation of this study is that among the Chinese journalists, 
adventurous journalists and utilitarian journalists could not be distinguished 
as clearly as other groups on the significant discriminant functions, high value 
principles and exposure to academic publications. There is a possibility that 
the measurements in the survey do not fit Chinese journalists since the 
research design is quite similar to that of American survey, and the 
questionnaire development was guided by Western journalistic theory and 
Western culture. Another explanation may lie in the limitation of the data. 
Due to the sensitive nature of some of the questions, some sensitive topics 
such as job autonomy, critical function of media, and so on could not be 
satisfactorily covered. Chinese journalists may be reluctant to express their 
ideas on such issues openly. The other possibility may lie in the limitation of 
the analysis method. The items consisted in high value principles and 
exposure to academic publications might not provide sufficient evidence that 
the two groups could be clearly distinguished. 
This study has raised more questions than answers about the 
professionalism of Chinese journalists. One crucial issue is the extent to 
which what the journalists in the survey say is congruent with what they do in 
daily practice. Since we did not conduct media content analysis, the 
consistency and inconsistency between the survey and the content can not 
be examined. Further research needs to compare the perceived and the 
practiced journalistic professionalism by Chinese journalists. 
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Distribution ofJournalists in China across Locations 
Locations Radio Television Newspaper Wire Total^ 
( % ) ( % ) ( % ) ( % ) 
Beijing 9.1 2.9 4.6 100 27.9 
(460) 
Fujian 22.9 9.3 29.4 - 12.2 
(202) 
Gansu 3.4 12.5 8.1 - 3.0 
(49) 
Guangdong 9.8 15.4 8.2 - 7.8 
(129) 
Heilongjiang 7.0 7.1 9.3 - 10.6 
(174) 
Henan 13.4 6.1 9.4 - 7.4 
(122) 
Hunan 12.2 20.6 10.6 — 9.1 
(150) 
Jiangsu 3.4 10.0 9.4 - 7.6 
(125) 
Shandong 4.6 2.9 2.7 - 9.5 
(156) 
Sichuan 14.3 13.2 9.3 - 5.0 
(82) 
N= 328 311 926 84 1,649 
% of total sample 19.9 ] 8 ^ 56^ 5J 
Note: 




Age, Gender, Education, Major, Years in Journalism among 
Chinese Journalists in Comparison with American Journalists 
Categories Chinese journalists American journalists^ 
in 1996 (%) in 1992 (%) 
Age 
Under 24 5.0 4.1 
25 - 34 43.5 37.2 
35 - 44 27.2 36.7 
4 5 - 5 4 17.4 13.9 
55 or above 7.0 8.1 
Gender 
Male 67.1 66.0 
Female 32.9 34.0 
Education 
High school or less 6.8 4.2 
Junior college 33.8 13.6 
College or above 59.5 82.1 
Journalism Major 30.4 40 
Years in Journalism by Gender 
Male 13.02 15 
Female ^ 12 
Note: 
1. The percentages do not add up to 100% due to rounding error. 
2. The figures of American journalists in the table were cited from The American 




Factor Analysis of Perceived Media Function Items 
(Principal Component Analysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
How important do you think the following Factors Communality 
2 
as media roles? (important) 1 2 3 4 5 h 
Interpretation Function 
Explain government's policies (8.f) .78 .68 
Help people learn government's policies 
(8.g) .70 .68 
Analyze complex issues (8.d) .55 .36 .55 
Stage discussions on policies that are 
evolving (8.e) .51 .51 
Suppress rumors with reliable reports (8.c) .46 .37 .47 
Adversary Function 
Question & criticize social organizations' .92 .88 
words and deeds (8.r) 
Question & criticize businesses' words and .92 .87 
deeds (8.q) 
Question & criticize government officials' .89 .81 
words and deeds (8.p) 
Dissemination Function 
Provide timely information (8.a) .79 .66 
Report based on facts {8.b) .79 .65 
Popular Advocacy Function 
Be people's mouthpiece (8.j) .82 .69 
Help the pressure of public opinion (8.i) .72 .64 
Facilitate social changes (8.k) .66 .55 
Guide public opinion (8.h) .45 .49 .60 
Populist Instrument Function 
Raise people's cultural level (8.n) .85 .73 
Provide entertainment (8.o) .83 .69 
Report news that most people are 
interested in (8.m) .55 .54 
Support public welfare organizations (8.1) .47 .49 
Eigenvalues 5.91 2.29 1.31 1.12 1.07 -
Variance accounted for (%) 32.8 12.7 7.3 6.2 5.9 一 
* Factor correlation matrix: 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor3 Factor 4 
Factor 2 -.11 
Factor 3 .19 -.24 
Factor 4 .33 -.20 .25 
Factor 5 -.29 .35 -.31 -.38 
Note: The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire. 
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Table 4 
Factor Analysis of Factors Influencing Newsvalue Judgment 
(Principal Component Analysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
To what extent do you think the following factors Factors Communality 
influence yourjudgment on newsvalue? (much 
influence) 1 2 h^ 
Social Impact & Intervention 
Degree of exposure of social problems (7.d) .75 .51 
Relevance to people's life (7.b) .62 .50 
Scope of influence of an event (7.c) .57 .41 
Topical interest (7.a) .55 .30 
Status or influence of the main figures in a story 
(7.f) .49 .25 
Novelty & TimeUness 
Whether a story is a scoop (7.g) .86 .69 
Timeliness of a story (7.k) .81 .66 
Whether a story contains new information (7.e) .51 .43 
Eigenvalues 2.65 1.11 -
Variance accounted for (%) 33.1 13.9 ~ 
Note: The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire. 





Factor Analysis of Newsvalue Elements 
(Principal ComponentAnalysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
How important do you thinkjournalists should value ^ ^ Communality 
the following factors in news report? (important) ~~7 Y J? 
Accuracy & Objectivity 
Objectivity(17.b) 82 «o 
Timeliness (17.a) j t ^ 
In-depth reporting (17.c) 7 � ZZ 
Factual accuracy (17.h) .66 • � • 
Fairness (17.0 _58 . = 
Scoop(17.d) ：5? ; g 
Comprehensiveness 
Balance (17.g) 
Comprehensiveness (17.j) 78 ^^ 
Eigenvalues 2.98 1.26 一 
Variance accounted for (%) 37 3 ^gg 一 
?2e: The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire 
Factor correlations: F1 with F2 = .25. 
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Table 8 
Factor Analysis of Professional Rewards 
(Principal Component Analysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
Do you accept the following journalistic Factors Communah'ty 
— 2 
behavior in obtaining information? (accept) 1 2 3 h 
Get Confidential Information without 
Authorization 
Use confidential file without permission of the 
information source (11 .b) .81 .68 
Pay people for confidential information (11 .a) .77 .55 
Make use of personal documents without 
permission (11 .e) 63 .49 
Claim to be somebody else (11 .c) .63 .31 .59 
Agree to protect confidentiality but not do so (11 .k) .34 • 18 
Information Exchange 
Contribute to other media (11 .h) .73 .55 
Use package information articles prepared by 
information sources for news reports (11 .i) .73 .52 
Exchange information with journalists in the same 
field (11.f) -63 -46 
Cite other stories without an attribution (11 .g) .33 .56 .49 
Covert Investigation 
Get information with a hidden identity (11.1) .88 .74 
Write in an appealing way (11 .m) .70 .54 
Use hidden microphones or cameras (11 .j) .66 .59 
Eigenvalues 3.88 1.40 1.11 -
Variance accounted for (%) 32.3 11.6 9.3 一 
Note: The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire. 
* Factor correlations: F1 with F2 = .27; F1 with F3 = -.37; F2 with F3 = -.29. 
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Table 7 
Factor Analysis of Ethically Questionable Practices 
(Principal Component Analysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
Do you agree that the following journalistic Factors Communality 
practices should be acceptable? (agree) 1 2 3 h 
Get Benefits for One's Own Organization 
Solicit sponsors for own organization (13.b) .81 .59 
Solicit ads for own organization (13.c) .75 .55 
Accept gift from sources (13.e) .65 .60 
Accept free trip from sources (13.d) .64 .61 
Accept free lunches from sources (13.a) .62 .40 
Mix Business with News Work 
Hold part-time jobs in business (13.1) .86 .69 
Hold part-time jobs in government agencies (13.k) .75 .76 
Do public relation work for business (13.g) .74 .63 
Join the production of commercials for business (13.h) .62 .54 
Accept cash from sources (13.f) .42 .44 .51 
Self-censorship ofMedia 
Tune down negative coverage of government 
agencies (13.i) .88 .76 
Tune down negative coverage of key advertisers (13.j) .60 .49 
Eigenvalues 4.52 1.34 1.06 一 
Variance accounted for (%) 37.7 11.1 8.8 ：： 
Note: The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire. 





Factor Analysis of Professional Rewards 
(Principal Component Analysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
How often did you have the following Factors Communality 
-~•“——^—— -^^ "~" 2 experiences in your work? (often) 1 2 3 h 
Autonomyin Decision-making 
Choose own news angle (2.i) .75 .69 
Decide topics of critical reports (2.j) .74 .55 
Decide own topics for coverage (2.f) .70 .70 
Design topics for contributing articles (2.h) .67 .44 
Professional Improvement 
Attend professional training class (2.d) .75 .55 
Attend seminars (2.b) .73 .54 
Interact with colleagues from other media outlets 
(2.c) .64 .50 
Take unpaid leave for further training (2.e) .55 .39 .50 
Interact with foreign journalists (2.a) .47 .23 
Submission to Supervisors 
Get assignments from supervisors (2.g) .72 .62 
Revise reports as requested by supervisors (2.k) .72 .56 
Eigenvalues 3.16 1.69 1.04 一 
Variance accounted for (%) 28.8 15.3 9.5 : 
Note: The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire. 
* Factor correlations: F1 with F2 = .27; F1 with F3 = .21; F2 with F3 = .07. 
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Table 9 
Second-order Factor Analysis of Professionalism Dimensions 
(Principal Component Analysis with an Oblique Rotation)* 
Dimensions of professionalism Communality 
" " "A B C D E F G" J? 
Media's Advocacy Function 
Adversary Function .78 .68 
Populist Instrument Function .54 .34 .60 
Ethics in Reporting Practices 
Covert Investigation .80 .63 
Get Confidential Information 
without Authorization .77 .60 
Information Exchange .60 .46 
Professional Rewards 
Professional Improvement .80 .70 
Autonomy in Decision-making .75 .62 
Submission to Supervisors .36 .52 
Media for Government 
Interpretation Function .64 .51 
Self-censorship of media .63 .67 
Popular Advocacy Function .60 .55 
Criteria for Newsvalue 
Judgment 
Novelty & Timeliness .72 .56 
Sociallmpact&lntervention .35 .63 .57 
Dissemination Function .61 .50 
Newsvalue Elements 
Comprehensiveness .83 .74 
Accuracy & Ot)jectivity .62 .58 
Interest-oriented Practices 
outside Newsroom 
Get Benefits for One's Own 
Organization .78 .65 
Mix Business with News Work .77 .63 
Bgenvalues 2.89 2.07 1.42 1.29 1.08 1.02 1.00 一 
Variance accounted for (%) 16.1 11.5 7.9 7.2 6.0 5.7 5.6 ~ 
* Factor correlation matrix: 
Dimension Dimension Dimension Dimension Dimension Dimension 
A B C D E F 
Dimension B .06 
Dimension C -.01 .04 
Dimension D .14 -.08 .03 
Dimension E -.12 -.06 -.14 -14 
Dimension F .10 -02 .10 .11 -.22 




Cluster Center Scores on the Four Groups of Chinese Journalists 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster4 
Conservative Adventurous Utilitarian Marketeering 
Journalists Journalists Journalists Journalists 
Professionalism dimensions (n=660) (n=220) (n=138) (n=631) 
Media's Advocacy Function -.20 JO .26 -.09 
Ethics in Reporting Practices -.43 1.42 .45 - .15 
Professional Rewards -.01 .25 .10 -.10 
Media for Government .49 -.27 .57 . 55 
Criteria for Newsvalue 
Judgment -.36 -.45 -.37 .62 
Newsvalue Elements .41 .29 .35 -.60 
Interest-oriented Practices 
outside Newsroom -.37 -.24 1.99 .04 
Note: Entries are standard scores. 
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Table 11 
Group Means of the Four Groups of Chinese Journalists 
Conservative Adventurous Utilitarian Marketeering Total F Sig. 
Journalists Journalists Journalists Journalists 
Age 38.08 34.43 33.88 37.42 36.99 12.3 p<.001 
Education® 4.57 4.68 4.67 4.56 4.59 2.32 p<.08 
Major^ 29% 34% 30% 29% 29% 1.00 p=n.s. 
Position® Z83 2.70 2.61 2.78 2.78 2.39 p<.07 
Years at Work 12.40 10.88 9.37 12.04 11.80 5.15 p<.05 
High value principles 0.15 0.30 0.18 ^ .35 -0.02 38.21 p<.001 
Frequency of Reading 
Academic Magazines^ 2.88 2.58 2.51 2.50 2.66 10.41 p<.001 
Frequency of Reading 
Professional Magazines® 3.91 3.67 3.56 3.55 3.71 9.29 p<.001 
Frequency of Reading 
Foreign Magazines^ 2.13 2.34 2.11 2.19 2.18 2.06 p=n.s. 
Frequency of Reading at 
News-stands^ 3.02 3.50 3.47 3.00 3.11 11.34 p<.001 
TV Viewing per Week 
(days) 6.34 6.00 6.12 6.10 6.18 4.87 p<.05 
Radio Listening per 
Week (days) 4.27 3.88 4.03 4.04 4.11 2.26 p<.08 
Note: 
a. 1= primary; 2= junior middle school; 3= senior middle school; 4= junior college; 
5= college/university; 6= postgraduate or above. 
b. Data shown are proportions of major in journalism. 
c. 1= not identified; 2= junior; 3= intermediate; 4= associate senior; 5= senior. 
d. 1= never; 5= often. 
e. 1= never; 5= often. 
f. 1= never; 5= often. 
g. 1= never; 5= often. « 
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Table12 
A Summary of Discriminant Analysis of 
the Four Groups of Chinese Journalists 
Function 1 Function 2 
High value principles Exposure to academic 
publications 
High Value Principles 0.90 (0.88) -0.02 (0.17) 
Frequency of Reading 
Academic Magazines 0.06 (0.24) 0.44 (0.59) 
Frequency of Reading at 
News-stands 0.29 (0.33) -0.45 (-0.53) 
Frequency of Reading 
Professional Magazines 0.14 (0.25) 0.30 (0.53) 
TV Viewing per Week 0.03 (0.08) 0.32 (0.45) 
Radio Listening per Week -0.01 (0.02) 0.18 (0.31) 
Eigenvalues 0.10 0.04 
Variance accounted for (%) 66.4 29.5 
Canonical correlation 0.30 0.20 
Degrees of freedom 33 20 
Wilk's Lambda 0.87 0.95 
Significance p<.001 p<.001 
Note: Variables are ordered based on their function loadings. Standardized 
discriminant function coefficients and structure coefficients (in parentheses) 
are reported. 
Table13 
Canonical Discriminant Function Centroids 
of the Four Groups of Chinese Journalists 
Function 1 Function 2 
High value principles Exposure to academic 
publications 
Conservative Journalists 0.16 0.23 
Adventurous Journalists 0.41 -0.30 
Utilitarian Journalists 0.32 -0.28 
Marketeering Journalists -0.38 -0.07 




Group Characteristics of Chinese Journalists 
Chinese journalists Demographics and media use Journalistic belief 
Older, higher in positions, long years as Media is for government; 
Conservative a journalist, likely to read professional news should respect truth; 
Journalists magazines, unlikely to read disapprove of using 
publications sold on news-stands, unauthorized files; journalists 
heavy exposure to TV and radio. should not involve interest-
linked business. 
Younger, high education, a high Media's critical function is 
proportion majored in university, less important; journalists can use 
Adventurous experiences in journalism, concerned unauthorized files if 
Journalists with social realities, read more foreign necessary; wish to have more 
magazines or publications sold on professional rewards, 
news-stands, light exposure to TV or 
radio. 
Younger, high education, low position, Journalists can make profits 
Utilitarian relatively less working experiences in from the journalistic work; 
Journalists journalism, read more foreign making use of unauthorized 
magazines or publications sold on files is acceptable; media is a 
news-stands. mouthpiece of government. 
Older, long years as a journalist, least News impact is important; 
often read at news-stands. journalists are mainly 
responsible for providing 
Marketeering timely and novel information 
Journalists to public; comprehensiveness 
may not be necessary for 
news; media is not a 
mouthpiece of government. 
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Figure 1. Dimensions of professionalism among Chinese journalists 
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Figure 2. Professionalism orientation of Chinese journalists 
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Professionalism-related Questions in 1997 Journalists Survey 
(The numbers in parentheses are question numbers in the questionnaire) 
Category I: Media roles 
Question: How important do you think the following as media roles? 
Provide timely information (8.a); 
Report based on facts (8_b); 
Suppress rumors with reliable reports (8.c); 
Analyze complex issues (8.d); 
Stage discussions on policies that are evolving (8.e); 
Explain government's policies (8.f); 
Help people learn government's policies (8.g); 
Guide public opinion (8.h); 
Help the pressure of public opinion (8.i); 
Be people's mouthpiece (8.j); 
Facilitate social changes (8.k); 
Support public welfare organizations (8.1); 
Report news that most people interest (8.m); 
Raise people's cultural level (8_n); 
Provide entertainment (8.o); 
Question & criticize government officials' words and deeds (8.p); 
Question & criticize businesses' words and deeds (8.q); 
« 
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Question & criticize social organizations' words and deeds (8.r). 
Very important 5 
Very unimportant 1 
Category 丨1: Criteria of newsv3lue judgment 
Question: To what extent do you think the following factors influence your 
judgment on newsvalue? 
Topical interest (7.a); 
Relevance to people's life (7.b); 
Scope of influence of an event (7.c); 
Degree of exposure of social problems (7.d); 
Whether contain new information (7.e); 
Status or influence of the main figures in a story (7.f); 
Whether the story is a scoop (7.g); 
Timeliness of a story (7.k). 
Much influence 5 
Little influence 1 
Category III: Newsvalue elements in news reporting 
Question: How important do you think journalists should value the following 
factors in news report? 
Timeliness (17.a); 
Objectivity (17.b); 






Factual accuracy (17.h); 
Comprehensiveness (17.j). 
Very important 10 
Very unimportant 1 
Category IV: Reporting practices 
Question: Do you accept the following journalistic behavior in obtaining 
information? 
Some foreign reporters buy secret (11 .a); 
Use confidential file without permission of the information source (11.b); 
Getfite as jactitator(11.c); 
Use private file unauthorized (11 .e); 
Exchange information with journalists in the same field (11 .f); 
Cite other stories without note (11 .g); 
Write for other media (11 .h); 
Use articles written by information source as news report (11 .i); 
Record, photograph unauthorized (11.j); 
Disclose information source without permission (11.k); 
Get information with identity hidden (11.1); 
Seek amusement in writing (11 .m). 
Absolutely acceptable 5 




Category V: Ethically questionable practices 
Question: Do you agree that the following journalistic practices should be 
acceptable? 
Accept free lunches from sources (13.a); 
Solicit sponsors for own organization (13.b); 
Solicit ads for own organization (13_c); 
Accept free trip from sources (13.d); 
Accept gift from sources (13.e); 
Accept cash from sources (13.f); 
Do public relation work for business (13.g); 
Join the production of commercials for business (13.h); 
Tune down negative coverage of government agencies (13.i); 
Tune down negative coverage of key advertisers (13.j); 
Hold part-time jobs in government agencies (13.k); 
Hold part-time jobs in business (13.1). 
Absolutely agree 5 
Absolutely disagree 1 
Category VI: Professional rewards 
Question: How often did you have the following experiences in your work? 
Interact with foreign journalists (2.a); 
Attend seminars (2.b); 
Interact with colleagues from other media outlets (2.c); 
Attend professional training (2.d); 
100 * 
Take unpaid leave for further training (2.e); 
Decide own topics for coverage (2.f); 
Get assignments from supervisors (2.g); 
Design topics for contributing articles (2.h); 
Choose own news angle (2.i); 
Decide topics of critical reports (2.j); 
Revise reports as requested by supervisors (2.k). 
Very often 5 
Never 1 
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